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EVANGELICAL VISITOR.
The Earth Shall Be Full Of The Knowledge Of The Lord As The Waters Cover The Sea.—Isa. 11:9.

"SOME TRUST IN CHARIOTS AND SOME IN HORSES; BUT WE WILL REMEMBER THE NAME OF THE LORD OUR GOD."—Psa. 20:7.
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The importance of proper sanitation is very strikingly proved by the
great change for the better, as regards the health of the people,
which now exists in the city of Havana, Cuba. "At the time when the
United States army took possession
of the city, deaths were occurring
at the rate of 21,252 per year. Now
with a larger population there are
but 5,720 per year.". "At the time
when the army took charge of the
Health department of Havana yellow fever had been epidemic for two
centuries and the city was feared as
a thing unclean.
During the last
forty-five years, with hardly an exception, some deaths have occurred

from yellow fever every mouth of
the year."
The average number of
deaths yearly of yellow fever was
751.
"During the last nine months
of last year, only five deaths occurred, and no deaths and no cases
during the last three months of the
same year."
I t is also claimed to
have been discovered "that yellow
fever is only transmitted by a certain species of mosquito."
I t is
certainly of greater importance to do
all that can be done in preventing
preventable diseases and epidemics,
than to seek te cure them by deadly
drugs, which so often result in substituting a chronic disease for an
acute one.
»-•
It will be a matter of profound
satisfaction and cause for special
thankfulness if the present conference between the Boer leaders and
the British will result in peace.
While there is no confirmation of
the report that the'peace terms have
been agreed upon, there is good
ground to believe that such is the
case.
Reports say that if there is
any failure it is because of the attitude of the Orange Free State delegates. The war has been long and
costly in life and treasure, and a
long time will be required to adjust
and so re-construct the affairs of the
country, that its people will be fully
reconciled and settle down to peaceful avocations again.
The testimony of the missionaries as to the
future of missionary operations is
that, under British rule, the outlook
for operations in Johannesburg and
other cities of the Transvaal, is de-
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cidedly more favorable than under
the former conditions.
May God
over-rule for the greater freedom in
missionary operations which shall
redound to His glory, and the salvation, civilization and betterment
of the heathen in that land.
Great disasters on sea and land
are continually occurring. Property
to great value is being destroyed by
fires in many places, the burning of
a steamboat on the Ulonois river
caused the death of about 70 persons, and in Guatemala, Central
America, two cities were destroyed
by an earthquake and many lives
were lost.
Thus is being continually fulfilled the prophecy of our
Lord, who said, "Nation shall rise
up against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom, and there shall be
famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes in divers places."—Matt.24:7.
•
•-•
Strong, swift and of dazzling light—
To alien eyes a judgment flame—
The rock to rend, the seal t o s m i t e ,
The resurrection angel came.
At lighest touch the massive door
Unto the kindling dawn swung wide,
Where on the sacred rough-hewn.floor
Lay, sleeping, Christ the'crucified.
In reverent awe the angel bent .
Where low the Lord of glory lay:
"Wake! wake!" all listeniag heaven attend;
"Wake!" echoed soft the wondering Day.
"Joy! j o y ! " the host seraphic sings.
For joy, 0 earth redeemed, make room,
The angel sits with folded wings,
Waiting beside the empty tomb.
Light, life on every darkened path:
O mourning soul, dismiss thy fears;
No loneliest, lowliest grave but hath
; Its resurrection angel near.
—Selected.

•—— » «-—•
The lights of heaven are made to
serve us, and they do it faithfully
and shine in their season without fail.
We are set as lights in this world to
serve God. Do we in like manner
answer the end of our creation,—Sel.

EX^J^M(!xEXM<3AEx Y I ® f 1 * 3 ! m .
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OHEIST IS ALL.
I entered onee a home of care
For age and penury were there,
Yet peace and joy withal,
I asked the lonely mother whence
Her helpless widowhood's defense,
She told me Christ was all.
CHOBilS.

Christ is all, all in all,
Yes, Christ is all in all.
I stood beside a dying bed,
Where lay a child with aching head,
Waiting for Jesus call;
I marked his smile 'twas sweet as May,
And as his spirit passed away,
He whispered, Christ is all.
I saw the martyr at the stake,
The flames could not his courage shake
Nor death his soul appal,
I asked him whence his strength was
given,
He looked triumphantly to heaven,
And answered, Christ is all.
I saw the Gospel herald go
To Afrio'ssand and Greenland's snow
To save from satan's thrall,
Nor home noi life he counted dear,
Midst wants and perils owned no fear,
He felt that Christ is all.
I dreamed that hoary time had fled,
And earth and sea gave up their dead,
A fire dissolved this ball,
I saw the church's ransomed throng,
I heard the burden of their song,
'Twas Christ is all in all.

fact which was not disputed by the
holy apostles themselves. Was this
neglect caused by a lack of love and
divine illumination? To say it was,
it we would impeach the holiness of
the most devoted, self-sacrificial,
godly and powerful body of Christian people that ever graced this
earth. There was simply an incompleteness in their system of operation
and as soon as this was discoverd an
amendment was quickly made by
appointing seven men filled with the
Holy Ghost as deacons to attend
to the distribution of the funds.
How often we hear system and organization spoken against by those
who claim special illumination and
enduement of the Holy Ghost,
teaching that these elements are
non-essential because of the guidance
of the Holy Spirit.
How contrary
that theory is to the apostolic teaching.
Ordination is also a principle
involving system and regulation and
order.
The particular idea I wish
to present on this point is a general
system of missionary and church
operation.
I have noticed that all
organizations that have a general
and central fund, and supply from
that the needs of the various departments for which such funds are
created, are the institutions that are
doing the most aggressive work.

Then come to Christ, oh, come today,
When such a system is established
The Father, Son and Spirit say,
then there must be concerted action
The bride repeats the call.
or else it will fail.
In my humble
For He will cleanse your guilty stains,
conviction this is one of the great
His love will soothe your weary pains,
needs of the brotherhood.
For Christ is all in all.
HOW
TO ESTABLISH AND OPERATE
—Sel. by Henry
Balsbaugh.

• i '«• • •
For the Evangelical Visitor.

THE NEEDS OE THE CHURCH.
NUMBER TWO.
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E N E R A L and systematic co-op
eration is an element essential
to any organization whose aim is
success—whether Christian or secular. No institution or organization
can be successful any length of
time without this element.
Even
the apostolic church under the burning brightness and power of the
Holy Ghost was incomplete without
an organized and established system
of operation.
We notice how a
complaint was made that the Grecian
widows were neglected.
This was
not simply a surmise but an existing

SUCHA FUND.

To illustrate, let us'take a general
fund for the missionaries.
All
monies for missionary purposes
should be paid into this fund and
then distributed according as each
mission actually needs. To say an
equal amount always would not be
just because the expenses-of some
missions might be greater than
others. The needs should be determined by a body of Spirit-filled and
wise men. This system would make
all missionary workers financially
amenable to the Board.
I kuow
there is an element, even among
some of our people, brought in from
other institutions, that such regulations would and do interfere with
our faith, and disparage it as a life

of faith. I refer to this class not to
criticise nor abuse but simply to illustrate and to correct an error, in
the light of the best method.
That God has used men to His
glory on other lines is no question,
but I am now speaking of the best,
general method. I t is just as much '
of God when God's children work
on a systematic basis as when they
work in a miscellaneous way, and
it is much more consistent and effective.
Who of those that are^out
on what is termed "Faith Line" do
not speak of their needs and method
of operation; and what is the object
of such continual references?
Is it
not that people may know of their
needs and help them in the good
work of the Lord.?
I do not say
that it is wrong for them to make
mention of the method of their
operation that they may receive
sympathy: for how can people give
when "they have no intelligence as to
where there is need ? But for those
who are on that line to condemn and
oppose a systematic method of distribution is not the highest consistency. Does God abhor system and
order?
But some one may be ready to
say that the church has a general
mission fund. And so she has. But
there is no general method adopted
and followed by the church.
The
spirit of "I'll do as I please" is too
prevalent.
And often as an excuse
it is said that the fund was not
judiciously expended.
Now if we
as a holy brotherhood would adopt
a system of keeping the fund replenished and have full confidence in
the Board for the expenditures, success would be sure to follow with
the blessings of God.
I have been
impressed of late years of the advisibility of our people making it a
rule to give at least one-tenth of all
their net income to the Lord's work
which is in harmony with the Word.
How much good could be accomplished in spreading the Gospel.
The church could have funds for
various purposes and divide the tithe
as she sees proper putting a certain
per cent into each "fund.
And to
operate from a central fund would
make the utility of said funds more
prolific.
I am confident that if the
tithing system were generally and

EX^^MCxEXExIClJ^Ex V $ © I T © ; F L ;
universally practised bv God's people the financial and spiritual condition of the church would be
far beyond its present state.
We
must get God into our business. We
must recognize that we are b u t
stewards.
Who of the saints has a
right to do as he pleases with that
which God has entrusted into his
care, unless he pleases to do his
Father's will?
This should_uot be
looked upon as a painful duty, but
as a happy privilege to transform this
perishable substance into eternal
riches, which we shall enjoy beyond
the sullen river of death.
How
much time we spend for the gratification of this short earth-life, and
so shamefully neglect our spiritual
lives and the life beyond. - We act
sometimes as though we expected to
stay here alwajs.'
The first and second chapters of
Malachi should settle for all and
forever the tithing question.
But
some one is ready to say that that
is in the Old' Testament.
The Old
Testament was the only Bible that
the apostles had to preach from, why
should we neglect it; and if we
throw away the Old Testament, how
can we teach the New Testament?
Tithing was never re-called by Jesus
nor the apostles; for even Paul says
we should give according as the
Lord has blessed us.
Iu the history of the early apostolic church
the disciples of Jesus sold all their
property aud put it into a common
fund.
Their whole soul aiid lives
were wrapped-np in the salvationof
the world.
No one was compelled
to sell all he had and put it into the
common treasury but they were constrained by the love of God to do so.
Neither should we be compelled by
man to pay tithe, but the love of
God should constrain us to do so.
If under the law God required onetenth, how much more ought we to
pay under this glorious dispensation in which God -actualljr pardons
regenerates, and anoints with the
Holy Ghost.
I confess my own
ignorance aud obstinacy on this important subject in my earlier Christian life, but in 1895 1 became willing to give all my time to the service of the Lord without compensation and I can testify to the truth
that "obedience is better than sacri-

fice, and to hearken than the fat of
rams."
One great need of our people,
then, is a universal, united, and
systematized effort to push with
vigor the spread of the glad tidings
of great joy to all the world.
Farmers, merchants, bankers aud all
other professional and business men
aim to adopt the best possible method for their respective business and
professions and why should not the
church also take sufficient interest
in the Master's service to seek to
adopt the most advantageous methods to carry out the commission of
our Lord Jesus Christ? Matt. 28:1920.
I have now given my opinion on
this important theme with all candor
and while it may not meet the
approval of all, I hope it will be
the means of exciting an interest in
this direction, causing serious meditation, which by the grace of God
may bear fruitage at our next Conference.
"Iu
the multitude of
counsellors there is safety."
J. K. ZOOK.

To he continued.
••«».•»
:—
For
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THE STANDABD AND ITS ATTAINMENT.

A

S T A N D A E D is a principle or
object to which we aspire. An
attainment is the success with which
we approach the same. Even a superficial student of the Bible will acknowledge that its standard of holy
living is very high, but few confess
that mortals attain to it. Since it is
apparent, both from human experience and observation, that
the
Bible ideal of holiness is no easy attainment, the confusion exists as to
the standing of a Christian before
God.
While it is true that God has not
lowered His standard of His holy
and just Law even since grace came
by Christ, yet it must be remembered that the penalty justly due
for broken law has been removed
from all those who accept Christ as
their substitute, so that John, the
apostle could truly declare, "the
blood of Jesus Christ, His Sou,
cleansetb us from all sin."—1 Jno.
1:7.
So, it ia not so much the question
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of actual transgressions which primarily separate us from God (for it is
a settled fact that man in his natural
condition inevitably sins), as it is
whether we accept or reject His
Christ as our Savior. If it were
possible that a man were born who
never committed an actual sin, yet
failed to acknowledge the vicarious
atonement and propitation of Christ,
and his need of Him as a Savior
and Keeper, he would lose his right
to justification before God, be justly
counted unworthy to enter God's
presence, and would have to take
his place with the devil and his
angels. Jesus settled the sin question; the human race has to deal
now with the Son question: "He
that believeth on Him is not condemned ; but he that believeth not
is condemned already, because he
hath not believed in the name of
the only begotten Son of God."—
Jno. 3:18. The casual and superficial reading of the Scripture by
most Christians is largely responsible for the confusion of tongues on
doctrinal matters among God's dear
children.
Were we to devote as much time
to studying our Bibles as we do to
reading newspapers and other secular literature, we should discover
that our familiarity therewith would
make us more apt at "rightly dividing the word of Truth." But as it
is now, we to often do injustice to
the Truth by quoting, or rather misquoting, Scripture without reference
to its connected parts, and hence
seemingly make the Bible contradict
itself. If there is any ministry I
feel called to among God's people,
it is of inciting to systematic, careful, prayerful study of God's Word
as we have it depicted in Holy Writ.
And it appears there is more disposition and stimulus to study the
Bible where there are several thus
engaged together than when we
study it alone. From the Scriptures
we learn the mind of God as we do
nowhere else. Is it any wonder that
earnest Christians are so often skeptical on many of the precious truths
of prophecy yet unfulfilled, and
being fulfilled every day before our
eyes, when we fail to appreciate the
conditional promise given in the
book of revelation: "Blessed is he
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that readeth and they that hear the do service for Christ. They were Advocate with the Father, even
words of this prophecy, and keep saved, but received no other reward. Jesus Christ, the Righteous."—
those things which are written there- To a person familiar with his Bible 1 Jno. 2:1.
I. J HANSOM.
in."—Rev. 1:3. Shame on us when my reasoning is not heterodox, but
we assume that we are not to read thoroughly orthodox. Salvation from For the Evangelical Visitor.
AN UPLIFTING f ELLOWSHIP.
and understand this precious book, hell is oue thing; close, intimate,
so daik and mysterious to most %weet communion and fellowship
people, and why? Because we fail with the Savior is another. There
A SERMON.
to abide by the promise above is a difference between life and life " T h a t which we have seen and heard dequoted. In the same vein of proph- more abundant. A person sick or clare we unto yon, that ye also m a y have
ecy of the book of Revelation is the asleep has life, but not the abound- fellowship with us: and truly our fellowship
prophet Daniel; and he said "none ing, joyous life which may be of ser- is with the Father, and with His Son Jesus
of the wicked shall understand, but vice to himself or others. The well Christ."—1 John 1:3.
H A T there ought to be in every
the ivise shall understand."—Dan. wish of the elder, John (3 John 2),
church an uplifting fellowship
12:10. How rich and blessed is our unto the well-beloved Gaius would
John enjoyed
experience when under the illumin- hardly be appropriate to a large is fully apparent.
ating guidance of t h e Holy Spirit number of Christians in this day; such a fellowship and wrote to the
we delve into and seek for the hid- for if they only prospered in health believers that they may have such a
den treasures stored away in God's as their souls prospered, there would fellowship. Since the church is the
great mine, the Bible. Of course be greater demand for nurses and natural place to find the believer in
Christ, so far as our orgauized life
this study does not mean that we Jldoctors than at present.
goes
it must be in connection with
seek for something to justify our
My reasoning may lead some to
preconceived notions of truth or query, "Shall we continue in sin the church that this fellowship finds
creeds, but that we seek God's that grace may abound ? God for- its practical expression.
thoughts concerning us and our bid!" At regeneration we have inIn the latter part of the fourth
privileges and duties in Christ.
stilled into us a new nature which chapter of 1 Samuel there is a doWithout unnecessarily extending cannot sin, b u t hates it; yet the old mestic scene of intense .sadness. The
this article, let me briefly refer to nature remains. U p to this point ark of Israel was taken by the PhiU
the distinction clearly manifest in all Christians agree. At what stage istines, t h e army routed and t h e
On that sad day
the Bible between our standing as of our experience in Christ this old priests slain.
saved people in Christ and our state nature is removed, whether in this Phineas' wife bare a son whom, in
in Him. Had I the space I could life or the one hereafter, arises the her sorrow at the death of her husmultiply Scripture to prove my as- difference between honest saints. band, father-in-law and- brother-insertion. Our acceptance of Him as We shall not attempt to settle the law, together with the disgrace of
our Savior, our salvation through dispute at this juncture. Suffice it Israel, she named Ichabod, meaning
Him, is our standing—this is a free to say there will come a time in the "Where is the glory ?" for she said
gift and cannot be secured by any experience of every true Christian "The glory of the Lord is departed."
efforts or obedience on our part, ex- when he will regret his wabbling, if It is sadly true that "Ichabod"
cept obedience sufficient to BELIEVE such is his experience, that he per- might be written over many a church
that God has out of His abundant mits himself to engage in. The door, and that being true, what I
mercy provided this for our need, standard of perfection is as high as have to say of. this fellowship is
and that we as individuals are needy Christ Himself, aud we shall suffer more theoretical than it ought to be.
enough to be recipients thereof. He loss if we fail to press on towards it,
"Truly our fellowship is with the
provided the ransom and made it or to diligently make our calling Father and with His Son Jesus
free without conditions and without and election SURE. There is no Christ." This was no theory with the
consulting the.race; and no one can apology to be made for our sinning. inspired penman, on the contrary it
annul it. The only condition re- There is, however, forgiveness and was very real, so much so that he
quired to derive benefit therefrom is healing in His blood to all honest, wrote that it might become a real
merely to accept the gift freely seeking souls. Thrice blessed be thing to all the believers.
proffered—to accept it with the His holy Name! Listen to His graThe keynote of this fellowship is
Matt. 11:28-30: that it is with God and with H i s
heart of course. T h e hymn has it cious invitation.
truly,'"AH the fitness H e requifeth "Come unto Me, all ye that labor Son Jesus Christ.
Our fellowship
and are heavy laden, and I will give with each other depends upon our
is to feel your need of Him."
Our state is another thing. After you rest. Take My yoke upon you fellowship with God. There is
we have accepted Him, and' have and learn of Me; for I am meek and much of comparing the church with
yielded without reserve to any ser- lowly in heart; and ye shall find rest the fraternal organizations, lodges
vice He requires of us, there is added to your souls. For my yoke is easy and clubs that have taken such a
to our salvation a reward. The thief and my burden is light." "These large place in modern life, and we
on the cross, the sinner converted on things write 1 unto you that ye sin are not here to say that much of
a dying bed, the babe taken from not," says the inspired apostle. the comparison has not more truth
earth had no further opportunity to I "Aud if any man sin we have an I in it than there ought to be, but we
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want to say that there is no real
ground for comparison.
We are
not now speaking to condemn these
organizations.
They have their
piece no doubt; they belong to the
world and let them stay there. But
the fellowship that exists in the
church of Jesns Christ and that
brings us together is an entirely
different thiug, based upon other
purposes and other conditons and if
realized would not be compared.
In a recent book written by the
Rev. David Gregg, D. D, a Brooklyn, N. Y. Presbyterian pastor, entitled, "Things at Northfield and
other Things," he devotes one chapter to speaking of the things he
found at the great Northfield Convention that ought to be in all
churches.
One of .the things he
found there was "An holy, hearty,
life-giving, transforming and transfiguring fellowship."
The five terms he used to describe
the fellowship he found there may
serve as five heads under which we
wish to speak very briefly.
Before
noting these however let me express
the hope that all of yon who can do
so will take
advantage ' of the
uplifting fellowship that comes from
one of the summer conferences that
are now held comparatively near
to all of us.
AVhat ever of sacrifice
of pleasure, or time or money or
visiting among friends it may mean,
will be amply repaid you,
A holy fellowship.
The first
thiug that impresses us is that it is
a holy fellowship.
That is wherein
it differs from the fellowships spoken of above.
I t is "with God the
Father aud with His Sou Jesu6
Christ," add must necessarily be
holy. A holy fellowship at once
impresses one that there is no place
for unholy actions, thoughts or
purposes.
I t lifts a man at once to
higher things and reveals all in him
that is not holy or shrinks from the
light.
At the conferences referred
to we come in contact with people
who are deeply in earnest; to whom,
religion is a life and not merely a
Sunday dress parade affair, and
further still, that life impresses us
that it is the best life that the world
can give.
There is too much sickly sentiment abroad that religion is only

for Sunday, and when you die, and
that the best things of this life
are the world and its pleasures and
pursuits.
Fellowship with God
gives something better and higher
and holier, and is worth more than all
these, and does not unfit men aud
women for life, but fits us for the
best of life. Such fellowship in the
church will make it impossible for a
man in the church to do a low or
mean or crooked or questionable
thing.
Is the fellowship in our
churches such that men and women
living questionable lives and doiug
questionable things are ashamed of
themselves and are lifted into some
thiDg better, or, can they go in
their place from year to year and
hold first places without fear or
question?
If this latter is true
then our fellowship is not "with the
Father and with His Son Jesus
Christ."
Again this fellowship is hearty.
The love which gave to the death,
and gave such a gift as it comes into the lives of men and women,
teaches them to give a hearty welcome to others. A man coming into
this fellowship for an hour wants
mqre of it.
If it were present in
our churches there would be no
°mpty pews.
The
problem of
reaching the masses begins at home.
Its cause is the absence of this fellowship; its solution is in "fellowship with the Father and with His
Son Jesus Christ." Many dear
children of God who have learned
much of the lessons of a holy fellowship have very much to learn
about this heariy fellowship which
draws.
This fellowship is life giving. It
creates a longing for, and then give?
life.
Souls are born again. Conversions are frequent.
"1 am come
that they might have life, and thai
they might have it more abundautiy."—John 10:10.
I t gives life,
abundant life.
There is not a miserable consumptive existence when
a few cells of the lungs do all the.
breathing as is now, but full, bounding life.
Life for themselves and
life for others.
The work goes.
There is missionary work and missionary prayer aud missionary money.
The baptismal waters are frequently troubled. Men and women
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"dead in trespasses aud sin" become
alive with Christ. Oh my God how
these things compare with the actual
facts in our churches.
Truly it is
a time for humbling before "Him
with whcm we have to do."
This fellowship is transforming.
By this we mean that practical results are seen in the life.
Short
yard sticks begin to have full 36
inches. Crooked places in trade are
straightened out. Homes that are a
miniature hell become foretastes of
heaven.
Associations in sin and
worldliness are changed for associations in righteousness.
Filth flees
to darkness and cleanliness and orderliness mark the advent of the new
life. The churl becomes a pleasant
companion.
Fellowship with God
is a practical thing and when present in our churches on Sunday and
Wednesday evening it is seen all
over the town and community the
remainder of the week.
Most wonderful of all is its transfiguring power.
Not only transformed but transfigured. Bad habits
aud wi-ong practices not only laid
off,, reformed men can do that sometimes, but the very nature changed.
This is where the mystery about
godliness, that the world does not
understand, comes in.
Many alas!
who profess to be disciples of Jesus,
know nothing of this transfiguring
power.; they follow Him so "far off"
that they have no real fellowship or
communion, and hence, the old desires are not taken away and instead
of the new life in Christ there is
for a time a bitter struggle to maintain the transformed life without
the transfigured life, and then gradual failure until, alas! that it is so,
many live seemingly unrebuked in
lives of open fellowship with anything and everything but "the
Father and His Son Jesus Christ."
Transfigured by this fellowship,
the old desires are taken away and
uew desires take their place. Things
once desired are hated and vice versa.
The secret of it is that we are made
like Christ. See 2 Cor. 3:18.
Is there such a fellowship in our
church?
Shall there be? This is
no fancy picture.
I t is the teaching of the Word. I t is pradiffll.
Shall there be? again we ask. That
depends upon you and me. I can
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enter into this fellowship.
So can
you.
Will we? If we will, then
there is a beginning in our church
of a "hearty holy, hearty lifegiviug,
transforming,, "fellowship with the
Father and with His Son Jesus
Christ."
A. Z. M.
For the Evangelical Visitor.

THE SAD OOTOITION OF THE HEATHEN WORLD.

W

H I L E men say, "Peace Peace,"
there is sudden destruction
awaiting, aud few men look eagerly
into the future, and still fewer can
see anything when they do look into
it. The Bible is a looking glass
which not only reflects the past, but
also the future. The Bible says,
"The wicked shall. be turned into
hell with all the nations that forget
God."—Psalm 9:17.
But men say that God is too
merciful to destroy His creatures
thus. Nowhere does God allow
anything defiled to enter His kingdom, for except a man is born of the
Spirit he cannot even see into it.
His Word does say that "that servant who knew his Lord's will, and
prepared not himBelf, neither did
according to His will, shall be
beaten with many stripes. But he
that knew not, and did commit
things worthy of stripes, shall be
beaten with few stripes. For unto
whomsoever much is given, of him
shall much be required."—Luke 12:
47, 48.
If people want to look upon the
heathen world as not lost, they will
not see their great need of a Savior,
aud if the heatheu shall be saved by
God's mercy alone, without the
saving power of the gospel, (for
says Paul, "Without faith it is impossible to please God," and "Now
faith cometh by heariug, and hearing by the Word of God) we had
better leave them alone, and not
bring upon them a savor of death
unto death through their rejection
of Christ, if so be that they will be
saved through ignorance.
But some say that it would be unjust for God to punish the ignorant,
when the fault of their ignorance
belongs to some who being commanded to give them the light,
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failed to do so. Please read Ezekiel
chapter 33.
But we look upon the heathen as
in a very sad condition, and would
fain lay down our lives if that
would save them. Truly those only,
who are acquainted with their lives,
know what a terrible grip the
powers of darkness have upon them.
As to spiritual things, they are so
dead to them that they sometimes
remind me of Ezekiel's vision of the
dry bones. In their natural lives
they are just as poor and wretched,
and the visitation of their fathers'
iniquities is plainly visible upon
them so that one would almost deplore their ingress into the world,
without a hope of a brighter day
for them.
Poor souls! how they need the
sympathies aud assistance of those
whose souls have been lighted by
the precious gospel, to help them
even to believe in Christ, and to
snatch their souls out of the grip of
the enemy.
Millions of immortal souls are
groping through this world without
one ray of gospel light to bring one
true joy to their lonely hearts. And
after a life wandering through dense
spiritual darkness they are ushered
i'lto eternity we cannot tell where.

tian principles from their youth.
We should also consider the matter,
from the standpoint of their privileges. What can we expect of people who from their youth have been
let loose to wander after the desires
of their untutored hearts. Should
we fairly size them up with our average civilized race, so called, ac r
cording to their privileges, I think
we would arrive at a surprising conclusion. Still they are heathen,
simply because they have not the
blessed privileges the glorious Gospel affords. And because they are
so, are counted by some as unworthy of our sympathies and assistance.
In our Sunday School there are
some who take an active part in the
work. Their prayers ascend up to
God in such tones from their Spy-itfilled hearts that we cannot help
but believe that God is pleased to
answer them, and has already answered them. And some are so
young.in years that we are led to
believe that the Spirit prays through
them and for them. And notwithstanding their miserable outward
appearance, I have seen some of
them when clothed in Christ's
righteousness, with faces so lit up,'
like with angelic radiance that it
would, hide all their want of beauty,
and one could not help loving them.
Now I hope that, from the above,
many dear readers will not f 11 to
recognize their responsibility. We
need your prayers, for the battle is
hard, and satan is loath to leave the
field.
Yours, only for souls,

"O eternity's night! How the darkness affrights!
No.star beams of hope from on high;
No morniug shall dawn on the gloom with
its light;
There cometh no sweet bye and bye.
Pity them pity them Christians at home,
Hasten with the Bread of life hasten and
come.
Then while the mission ships glad tidings bring
LEVI DONER.
List! as the heathen bands joyfully sing,
Bnlowayo, Ehodesia,South Africa.
'Over the ocean wave, oh, see them come,
Bringing the Bread of life'guiding UB h o m e . ' "

But some may say, that the heathen are too ignorant aud animal-like
to make good Christians when they
have the Gospel. Once when I heard
this I had not the experimental
knowledge to defend the truth which
I afterward proved. Let me say
that, notwithstanding the short time
I have had to observe their steadfastness, I have, noticed that some of
them after they had learned some
Christian principles,
they were
stricter in adhering to them than
many of the more civilized, who
have been brought up under Chris-

The voyage of human life under
any other head than Christ, and
under any other wind than the wind
of His Spirit, is sorrowful beyond
all expression.
Whatever port is
reached, the port of peace,, the joyful, eternal home cannot be reached.
The vessel in which we are passing
over the sea of mortal life is always
driven by contrary winds till the
Lord embarks.
All voyagers who
know the pleasantness of having
Christ on board, and the certainty
of getting safe to laud under Him,
pray Him with all their hearts to
abide with them.—J. Pulsford.
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offerings."— ment bar. He is calling your sons
and your daughters and you, like
Pharaoh, are refusing to let them
There
are
many
ready
and
waitA hundred thousand souls a day,
He is calling for the money in
ing to Carry the Word of Life to go.
Are passing One by one away.
In OhfistkvSs guilt and gloom;
these dying souls* but Lave not the your possession and you are closing
bank accounts
"Without one r<fy of hope of light,
means to take thetn, aud while they your purse and
• With future dark as endless night,
wait for the means you are with- against His call and hoarding your
They're passing to their doom,
holding, these heathen souls are wealth for avaricious heirs to spend
They're passing to their doom*
The
dropping into eternity at the rate of in lawsuits after your death.
CHOBUS.
rust of them shall be a witness
one at every tick of your watch.
They'fe passing, passing fast away,
you,
a>nd shall eat
In l P e t . 3 : 3 aud 1 Tim.2:9. God against
In thousands day by day,
gives to us the positive command, your flesh as it were fire. James 5:3.
'They're passing to their doom,
"Whose adorning, let it not be that How much better to lay them up
They're passing to their doom ;
outward adorning ;""not with gold or for treasure in heaven "where neith0 Holy Gthosc thy people move;
pearls or costly array."
Yet there er moth nor rust doth corrupt, and
Baptize their hearts with faith and love* are millions of our Lord's goods and where theives do not break
And consecrate their gold)
wasted anunally in breaking this through nor steal."
At Jesus' feet ttioir millions potir,
Command; even those who have laid
You live upon luxuries and deli- And all their ranks unite onde more,
aside the "gold" and the "pearls" cacies in abundance, aud if, perAs in the days of did;
nevertheless cling to the ".costly chance, you are asked to give a few
As in the days of did.
array."
I once heard a minister's dollars to help the poor misaiouaries
The Master's cdming draweth neaf,
wife efly, "There is no harm fof whose noble lives are berng sacrificed
This Hon of Marl will sdon appear;
those who cad afford it to wear such for the want of proper food, yon
His kingdom is at hand.
Ifciitigg."
0 beloved, can Snr one plead poverty and reluctantly throw
But ere that glorious day can be,
afford to br'e&k the law of God and Otoi a dime or so, calling it the
This Gospel of the kingdom, we
embezzle His goods), &h^ that; too,- •'widow's mite," not seeming to
Must preach in every land,
while for waut of this same moiiey realize the widow's mite was all she
Must preach in every land.
thousands of souls must perish had, efen all her living.
When you
0 let us then His coming haste,
eternally?
How will you answer learn to give that way yoa will find
O let us end this awful waste
for all of this when called upon to out the secret of the saying " I t is
Or souls that never die
give
an account of your steward- more blessed to give than to receive."
A thousand millions still are lost,
ship?
All this outward adorning
But for all these things God will
A Savior's blood has paid the cost,
and
costly
dress is saturated with bring you into judgment, aud thou-'
0, hear their dying cry!
the blood of souls.
0, hear their dying cry!
sands of those who are now in dark*
ness, so faithful to their gods of
Then
there
are
$900,000,000
They're passing, passing fast away,
wasted annually in the U. S. for wrath and destruction that they will
A hundred thousand souls a day,
the filthy, poisonous weed, tobacco. not withhold their dearly, loved
ifl dhristless guilt and gloom.
0 Church of dhrist what wilt thou say
If the money thus burned upon the children, but with awful wailings and
When in that awful judgment day altar, of the god of self-formed, de- anguish of heart offer them in sacThey charge thee with their doom?
praved appetite were used for the rifice to appease their wrath, will
They charge thee with their doom?
-furtherance of the Gospel how soon appear at the judgment as a swift
—Rev. A. &• Simpson. 861; by ti. St. liiiehard. would the world be flooded with the witness against you for withholding
1 «•••>.»
glorious gospel of the Son of God! from them the knowledge of a God
F o r the EvANGKiaeAr.. VISITOR.
How many missionaries au<jl Bibles who "so loved the world that He gave
THE GREAT COMMISSION.
it would send to dying souls! Think His only begotten Son that whosoO YE into all the world and of it, ye who are thus poisoning and ever believeth on Him should not
preach the Gospel to every polluting the temple (body) God perish but have everlasting life."
But our Lord does not say to^isgo,
creature" (Mark 16:15) is the com- created for the dwelling place of
mand of our Lord.
Why is it that the Holy Ghost! Bead 1 Cor. 3:17; and then leave us to do this in our
His followers have so ignored this 10:31; and 2 Cor,7:1, and for Christ's own strength, but says;- "Lo I am
divine command, that after nineteen sake step out on the Eternal Bock with you alway" and then assures
hundred years there are still more and stand erect in all the beauty of them that He has all power given
than half the souls now living in manhood aud no longer bow thy unto Him in heaven and in earth.
the world, for whom He died, who neck to the galling yoke of a pois- You say you have not " the ability.
have never heard of a loving Savior, onous weed, but be a faithful stew- He says, "I am with you aud I have
ability."
You say, " I lack the talor of God?
Is not one reason be- ard of thy Lord.
cause His stewards are robbing His
God is calling many of you to ent." H e siys, " J have the talent aud
treasury, and wasting H i s goods? "go" to those * who are sitting in it shall be given yon in that hour
And so the
Luke 16:1,2.
"Will a man i-ob heathen darkness and you are put- what ye shall speak."
declaration
"Lo,
I
am
with yon,"
ting
aside
the
call
with
excuses
God? Yet ye have robbed me. B u t
ye say, Wherein, have we robbed! that will not eoi'nt &fc H i s judge- makeB void ous every excuse, audi
thee? In tithes and

Mai. 3/8. "''
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assures us that we can go forth with
Him, and in His strength do valiantly and prove a success wherever
He shall call. Amen!

tians and do those things.
I want Mr. McKinley, who was a good Preto give you warning. • I t is written sident, he might, be liviug yet now,
"O, son of man, I have set thee a but let us, as a nation, remember
watchman unto the house of Israel; that our God is a jealous God.
therefore, thou shalt hear the Word
T. M. BIST.
I want to say yet, I love God
St. Louis, Mo.
of my mouthy and warn them ftorh fnore just now than -1 ever did. I
* i m
•
me."
The Word of God also tells love all the brethren and sisters in
Eor the EVANGELICAL VISITOB.
me
if
I
do
not warn you God will Christ Jesus, and rejoice in the Lord
CALL TO REPENTANCE.
require my soul in your stead, there my God and my Redeemer. I am
CONCLUDED.
fore, I will shout
aloud, flee more determined now than ever to
E E H A P S there is something from the wrath to come.
I cannot do His blessed will, and am closer
that you love more than God, help but write thus; the love of God to Jesus than I have ever been.
likely strong drink: well you say, I constrains me. Now, dear reader, Blessed be His Name.
drink a glass once in a while; but I I will refer to one more thing, which
I ask you all to remember ffle in
say, God does not want you to even is for you all, and me included. We your prayers that I may prove faithtouch it for a little leaven leaveneth are living in a country which is far ful until the Lord's coming; and
the whole bread.
If you drink it move advanced in Christianity and may He bless you all is my prayer
you vote for it too, yes, it is likely enjoying the freedom of religion for you. Please read the scripture
yon even sell your vote; generally more than any other nation, I /lare references as you read, that you
as a rule, the man that buys the to say, on the face of the earth, and may fully understand.
To have
most
driuk
is a good
fel- we will have the least excuse of all quoted them in. full would have
low.
Even, though you drink only other nations, therefore'let us join made my article too long.
once in a while, through this the hand in. hand, rich and poor, great
JOHN BOOK.
curse of God is upon you.
When and small; let lis all use our talents; Buffalo, N. Y.
you pray the Lord's prayer you let us all meditate in the law of God
« i i
. »
must surely feel condemned when and in His commandments day and For the EVAHOBI/ICAIJ VISITOB.
you say, "Thy kingdom come, Thy uight; let us strive to find favor with
TESTIMONY OF HEALINGwill be done on earth as it is in God always; let us all remember
heaven." T h e Word of God is that Christ died for all sinners that
O A L L the readers of the V I S I sharper than a two-edged sword, as He might redeem us, aud as through
TOR. I take great pleasure in
it is written in the Scripture; so, I Adam's fall we all have sinned aud telling you what, the Lord in His
say, and many will bear me out iu must die, so through Christ our Re- great kindness has done for me.
it, is all the liquor which intoxi- deemer we have the privilege to
I have received divine healing to
cates, and tobacco, opium and mor- live and never die, if we only bemy afflicted body in direct answer'to
phine a two-edged sword in the lieve. Let us all pray earnestly for
prayer.' • I was afflicted with an
hands of the devil, and he is on the our President and for all who are in
oyarions ulcer on my limb which
rampage all the time day and night. authority: that we may' lead a quiet
constantly grew worse under the
I know of which I speak for I was and peaceable life in all godliness
treatment of some of our best pbysU
his slave once, but glory to God I and honesty; for "this is good and
cians,_ until it was alarming. I then
am now free in Christ and free in- acceptable in the sight of God'our
determined to take the Lord Jesus
deed.
Savior, who will have all men to be
for my physician and accordingly I
saved, and to come unto the knowIf you join a Union you are not
went to the Good Mission on Second
ledge of the truth."
free even to go to work if you want
and Grand avenue of this city, where
to. The rich men will combine in
I want to emphasize this, espe- I have attended the meetings for
secret and you are at war. Ye tight cially on account of our latePreeid. nt years, aud where I have received
and war, yet ye have not; read being shot. In our churches gener- great spiritual blessing, and there
James 4:1-3.
When you belong to ally throughout the land, they ob- made request for special prayer for
a secret order or union you are wor- serve this blessed exhortation of healing. The dear saints all gathshipping the beast; read Rev 13th.Paul in 1 Timothy chapter, 2, but ered*around the altar and Bro. J .
If you read carefully you will un- O, how sad it seems, that it is in R. Zook observed the laying on of
derstand plainly, especially 16. and most instances only a form, and in hands according to the Word, and
17th verses.
A true union man many churches it is neglected alto- praise the Lord, the promise was
will not buy or sell anything unless gether.
Therefore, I would by the fulfilled at once. I am now able to
the mark is there.
mercy of God, entreat all to pray in walk anywhere I desire to, and am
Perhaps I am getting a little too spirit and in truth: then God will perfectly healed. People who had
lengthy writing about voting, wars bless our nation and we will praise known how badly I was afflicted
and secret orders, but I just waut to Him and magnify His name unto were greatly astonished when I told
make it plain so that you may un- all the ends of the earth.
We will them how wonderfully I was healed.
derstand. We as Brethren in Christ praise Him and worship H i m ; weWhen I came home from that meetdo not mix in those things, but there will give Him all the glory.
I be- ing on April 4, I took off the bandare many who call themselves Chris- lieve had this been the ease with ages and poultice and have used no.
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applications since, although I had
just had a
prescription filled.
Blessed be His Name forever.
I thank God for Holy Ghost
teachers who teach the whole truth
without fear or favor. I thank God
for the Good Mission.
Those who had knowledge of this
terrible affliction emphatically said
I could never be healed, and the
physicians had forbidden me to
stand on my feet sayiDg it was a
dangerous thing to do in my case.
Jesus has become all in all to me.
MRS.' OLIVE WHOKTEN.
50S 8 St. Des Moines, l a .
_j
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- I HAVE FOUGHT A GOOD FIGHT.
"Stand therefore; having yodr lions girt
rtboiit with triitki anft HttViiig oh trie breastplate of righteousness; a n 4 jfoiir" feet Shod
with the p'rerjaratidn df the' Gospel of peace;
abeve all; taking the shield Of faith; where
with ye shall be able to ^(leHgh all trig flery
darts of the wicked one, and take the helmet
of salvation, and the sword, of the spirit,
which is the Word of God."—Eph. 6:14-17.

JAUL says, " I have fought a good
fight.*' Me also sayS, " P u t on
the whole armour of God, that ye
may be able to stand against the
Wiles of the devil," This fight that
Paul is speakliig of, he ealle a good
fight, arid it is also1 a permanent
fight, a-fight that had ttiti victory in
every conflict, (battle).
Notice
this is God's armour, which if otherwise, it would be carnal weapons,
which Paul says "is enemity with
God." Paul also says in 2 Cor. 10:
4,5 "For the weapons of our warfare
are not carnal, but mighty through
God to the pulling down of strongholds, casting down imaginations,
and every high thing that exalteth
itself against the knowledge of G< d
and bringing into captivity, every
thought to the obedience of Christ."
This fight that Paul speaks of, was
quite a different fight than He
iormerly had, when he was fighting
God's little ones. Yes, it was a profound fight that gave Him victory
in the soul, "over the world the
flesh and the devil." Hallelujah!
Notice, it is only full victory
promised to us if we put on the
whole armour of God.
Oh! it is
wonderful, what God will do for His
little ones if we are in the order of

^JSffOFl.

God, and avail ourselves of the glorious liberty.
Paul says, "Stand
therefore, having your lions girt
abrnit with truth, and having on the
breast-plate of righteousness." This
indicates to our minds, that it means
standing in the grace (favor) of
God.
Ezekiel says, when he was
taken through the waters the first
time he was standing in the waters
up to his ankles.
Now this was
the first stage of grace, and the
second stage was up to his knees,
and the third stage was up to his
loinB, and the fourth stage in its
broad sense was so deep and
mighty that no one could pass over,
but could swim in it- Hallelujah!
"Loins girt about with truth." "the
truth shall
tnake
yoti
free."
Some people say that the loins indicate near or about the place where
men carry their puree, and if girt
about With truth, and the troth will
make tts free, so it will make us free
to give, ho't ofily. the tenth, but all
we have, and ever expect to have.
This would accord with the Penticost experience.
Having on the breast plate of
righteoflstieee,
This indicates near
or about the heart.
It is God's
righteousness in our hearts which
is a plate over the spiritual man's
breftgt. "Having our feet shod with
the preparation of the Gospel of
peaM."
What do we understand
by having ouf feet shod with the
preparation of the Gospel of peace?
In the first place, when a horse Is
not well shod he cannot travel well
and may slip and fall. Second, we
have need of being prepared by the
Lord before we are qualified to
preach the Gospel of peace,so we
may not slip 'and fall, but stand in
in the grace of God. Paul says this
is the true grace of God wherein we
stand, and rejoice in the hope of the
glory of God.
"Above all, taking the shield of
faith, wherewith we shall be able to
quench the fiery darts of the wicked." O! it is glorious to know that
it will quench all the fiery darts of
the the wicked one.
Dear ones,
this indicates to our minds that if
all the fiery darts are quenched it
can't draw the brakes, because
shooting darts against the masterwheel would mean drawing the
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brakes, bflt it does quench them
alL , I mean God's armour will
keep us from going down stream.
If we have on the whole armour of
God, it has the same tendency as a
baloon that has sufficient gas, if the
rope is cut off it will go in spite of
all the opposition. "And take the
helmet of salvation, and the sword
of the spirit which is the Word of
God." This weapon is to protect
the head (in a natural sense, the
outer man) and in a spiritual sense
the head of the inner man, and the
sword is to be handled by the inner
man; because we find in Rev. that
a two-edged sword proceeded out o£
the mouth of our blessed Savior,
and with it H e smites the nations.
The intent is not to destroy them,
but, rather through the smite salvation is come to tbem. Dear ones,
you see the merciful God must first
smite and brake us up, and draw us
with His tender chords of love and
show us our condition,and it will have
the tendency to make us fall on the'.
mighty stone. Jesus says, "whosoever falls on this stone will be broken, but. on whomsoever the stone
shall fall it will grind him to powder. Paul says, he had fought a
good fight. Now we understand in
some of Paul's other epistles that
he say* that not I but Christ in me
doth the work, and so he also means
in this narrative.
The whole armour of God means to let God have
full sway and right-of-Way in our
hearts and minds.
J. 8. I,;.

An evil heart has an evil mind!
and an evil tongue and brings forth
evil deeds, but also the pure heart,
full of God's love cannot speak evil
because the fountain has been made
pure. I t is the sinner who ought to
hold his tongue. The words of th<»
godly are pure words and right
WOItlB. -

.

H. HANSEN.

Whoso diggeth a pit shall fall
therein;
and he that
rolletli
a
stone, it will
return upon
him.—Sel.
Salvation is one of the few gifts
such that the greater the number of
recipients the more eaph receives.-—
Selected,
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cold back slidden-in^heaft professors do not separate us from their
company is at ouce a bad telling on
our un-Christlikuess.
By opening our mouthB at the
right time, and keeping them closed
at the right time, and by taking
JeSus along to the "marriage-feasts,,
and by keepiug at home when the
mind of the spirit iB subh, will
greatly meet the displeasure of the
ungodly and the sinner.
"Blessed
are ye, when men shall hate you,
and when they shall separate yo,h
from their company^ aba reproach
yon, and cast out your name as evil,
for the Son of man's sake."

and also to be willing to give that
which We haVe in possession. Pirst
of all, we ought to see that we have
this evidence in out possession that
We are children of God, and that -we
do. His will and pleasurej but if,
in looking over the matter, ftnd in
examining ourselves, we should find
that we have not this evidence in
possession; let us begin at otiCe, and
get this, in possession before it is
too late.
Now if we have this evidence in
possession; then let'as examine Our;
selves and see whet tier" w§ have in
our possession a true and uudefiled
love for all mankind, as the Savior
teaches us to have; but if we find
that we have not; then let US ask
the SaVlor at once to imparl unto
us that true love toward our fellowmen, for we believe that Peter had
this true love in possession when he
reached out his hand to the lame
man; and lifted him up;
So dear reader, let. ue reach out
our hand to some spiritually lame
person, so that he too may leap,
walk, and praise God; but not in our
strength, but as Peter said, in the
name of Jesus Christ of Nazarelh
rise up and walk.
Dear readers, let us all examine
ourselves and see whether we have
in possession what the Lord wants
us to have; so that at the end of our
days we may inherit the heavenly
mansions prepared for those that
love and serve the Lord.
..•••...
Your brother in Christ.

here are two powers in the world,
the one for good and the other
for evil; and these are certainly antagonistic one to the other. If both
powers have each a possession in the
heart, there will then be a persecu
tion. What saith the Scripture?—
cast out the powers of darkness and
carnality. See Galatians chapter 4.
Some say that the saints of this
present day have no persecution at
all outwardly. We certainly should
have none within.. The reason of
not more persecution is that there
is too little vital godliness, The seJ. MYEES BOSLEE
paration from the world is not appar- Canton, 0 .
ent enough. "Yea, all that will
:
* • tm .'<»
live godly in Christ Jesus shall suf- F O B T H E EvASfaistittAi. VlSiiOB.
fer persecution."—2 Timothy 8:12. WHAT HAVE WE IN OUR POSSESSION.
"What concord hath light with darkness?" Oil and water will not inText Act. 3:6. . , ,
termingle; and less, in a great measH E N Peter said, "Silver and
ure, will a saint and Binner f-.njoy
gold have I none J but such as I
each others society. A true pilgrim have give I thee: I n the name; of
is occupied with thoughts of the Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up
"another country," while a world- and walk."
ling loves the things of- time ai.d
The above text plainly shows us
sense. But the saint "shall receive what Peter here had in possession.
a hundred-fold now in this time, He plainly told the lame man, who
houses, and brethren and sisters, lay at t h e gate called Beautiful;
and mothers and children, and that silver aod gold were not in his
lands, with persecutions; and i n the possession, but he promised to give
•world to come eternal life.":—Mark him such as he had in his possession;
10:30. "If they persecuted me they and, dear reader, could Peter have
will
also
persecute
you."— given anything else to this poor lame
John 15:20.
"Marvel not if the beggar that would have made him
world hate you."—1 John 3:13.
to rejoice moi'e than that he did give
We see, and know by experience him? We find as we read on furLEVI F. SHEETZ.
that darkness hates the light.
If a ther that as Peter gave him t h a t Florin, Pn.
• :
» i » i m
'
child of God walks in the light, and which he had, (which was faith in
has his thoughts and conversation Jesus Christ of Nazareth that He For The Evangelical Visitor.
on things pure and holy and heaven- would be able to strengthen t h e A REMONSTRANCE AGAINST AUTOCRATIC GOVERNMENT.
ly, and his deeds according to the lame man's ankle-bones) that after
rule of faith; an unsaved, or half- the lame man had received strength
N D U E arbitrary power, it is
saved ( ?)" formal, frozen professor in his feet and ankle-bones that he
said, is wielded by mission
will not love the society of such. If leaping up stood, and walked, and boards, and undue authority somewe are fully occupied with things entered with them into the temple, times lodged in one man. Quesspiritual, and closely follow the de- walking, and leaping, and praising tions, affecting scores and hundreds
spised and unpopular Nazarene, and God.
of intelligent, able and devoted lareprove t h e unfruitful works of
Dear reader: this question may borers on the field, who know the
darkness, we will have persecution. arise within us; what brought about needs and conditions of the work as
A saintly, and a very spiritualthis result?
Let me tell you, that no other can, are settled beyond apwriter says, that when in any com- through Peter giving tha' which he peal by parties hundreds, if not
pauy, he notices any decline or break had was this result brought about. thousands of miles distant, who perin the sweet communion with his
We can all learn a great lesson, haps never set foot on mission terriblessed Lord, he goes off to secret add-derive a good benefit from this tory. God's government is an absoprayer, at the visitor's displeasure Scripture.
I t shows; lis .plainly lute monarchy, and such rule is best.,
if so 8MM The £a$t> tWib tftnsMta and what we ought to have in possession, whese pesfesfc wisdom, good»es» &»d
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love bold the throne* bfit nO mete actually cut his life short in his tic arrangements, with their food,
than is fit to wield an absolute" prime.
their clothing, their private business,
scepter. An autocrat at the secreProm "The Outlook for
the is to make one's self a nuisance intary's table inside the mission hotise Twentieth Century" by Arthur J. stead of a witness for the Lord
is sure to find himself at war with" Fiersoh in Missionary Review of Jesus.
If this wretched work must
by N.
H. be done, let us remember that satan
the democrat outside. Free men the World.—Selected
has plenty of professors of religion
demand that there shall be "no tax- Reichard.
who are utterly destitute of the love
ation without representation |" the
DO NOT MEDDLE.
of God that will abundantly attend
burden-bearer likes to have a voice
in determining what burdens shall
HAT a World of trouble peo- to this low work, but we who are
be laid on hith, and to1 Share in the
ple are constantly making for born from above, and following the
government in which he is oh6 of themselves by meddling.
We each meek aud lowly Jesus, and looking
meddling,
the governed. As surely as intelli- one have a lire to live and a calling for His return, and seeking to
gence displaces ignorance, faith sup to fill, and a burden td bear, and a spread His salvation, we have a
feretition, and liberty slavery, there lesson of charity to learn for our- life to live, and a mission to fill that
is a revolt against despotic dictation. selves which nobody else can learn is infinitely above being meddlesome.
The common sense of mankind is for rJS. Mow to be meddling with — S e t by M. S. H.
felt to be a safer guide than the un- other people, with their work, their
The mere belief of the facts and
common sense of one who thinks convictions, their calling, and putriitrlsell wise erioUgh to rule all the ting our hand or our tongue into a doctrines of Christiainty will never
rest.
hundred and one things all about us Eare our souls. Such belief is no
Missionaries who lay their lives in the w"Ofld,- in the church, in so- better than the belief of devils.
on the altar of missions, and who ciety, will keep otir Souls in con- They all believe and know that
ar© at wdrk on the field, naturally stant fret and fever which will ruin Jesus is the Christ. They believe
that He will one day judge the
claim a voice and vote in matters a great many good things.
vital to the success of their Work,
The religious world is full of med- world, and cast them down to endand justly contend that it may mefin dlesome people, meddlesome writers, less torment in hell. Let us take
risk, if not ruin, to that work, to be meddlesome singers, meddlesome heed that our faith be a faith of the
compelled to expand or contract, en- evangelists, who feel they have a heart as well as the head. Let us
large or ciutail, remove or remain, special call to straighten out efety^ see that our knowledge has a sanctiat the will of some man or Committee, body and everything except them- fying influence on our affections and
who survey the field only from.afar, selves.
I t is impossible to walk our lives. Let us jaot only know
and fan not see clearly or judge with Jesus in a calm, humble, peace- Christ, but love Him, from a sense
wisely,
ful spirit, and do'our work to please of actual benefit received from Him.
Let us not only believe that He is
One instance occurs to Us of a God, and at the same time be meddling
the Son of God and the Savior of
missionary in Africa, a mail of most with those things that do not conthe
world, but rejoice in Him, and
cdhseCrated zealj whose work was cern us, and for which God does not
cleave
to Him with purpose of heart.
To meddle
so ulessed of God, that trie natives hold us responsible.
Let
us
not only be acquainted with
among whom he had founded a mis- with things that God has not ecpe- Him by the hearing of the ear, but
sion, burning to beat the Gospel cially Committed to US will sour the by daily personal application to
that had saved them to their un- heart, darken the mind, poison the Him for mercy and grace. "The
saved neighbors, not only'planned, fountains of charity, excite the emo- life of Christianity," says Luther,
but manned a new mission, and gave tions, agitate the will, consume, ner- "consists in possessive pronouns."
all the money as well as men, needed vous energy, grieve the Holy Ghost, I t is ofJe thing to say, "Christ is a
to conduct it; when lo! a veto came, make us a nuisance to good people, Savior." It is quite another to say,
from the mission house at home, cause us to waste God's precious He is my Savior and my Lord."
with the demand that the money time, and make us a laughing-stock The devil can say the first. The
raised by the native church must be for the devil. We must study to be tuie Christian alone can say the
turned into the society's treasury to quiet, to live peaceably with all men second.—Sel.
be applied to work already under- so far as we are concerned, keep
taken. The ground of such action shut in with God, practice our critThe Holy Scriptures are the only
was that, as the native church owed icisms on ourselves, be lenient and sound foundation of good morals.
its existence to the missionary board, gentle and forgiving to all others, They are the source from which folit owed also a debt to that board, put the best, construction on things, lows all true morality. They show
and give the Omnipotent One an opand should replenish its funds inportunity of governing us and other to man what is permitted and what
stead of undertaking new and adpeople without trying to take the is is forbidden.—Sel.
vanced work on its own responsibilreins of dominion into our own
Remember we are still offering Our
ity. The disappointment of the
hands.
"Premium Bibloat the same low rate'"s
missionary in this case, and the debefore although the publisher has raise 1
feat oi t h i Bfttiys- 6h»seb'» sf^besae, . : To be a busy body, goiqg about the.price on us at the begianing o£ ttoe
B8sd4liflg! wstB o'tfe'6? people's domes* ysas*
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of the children along, the others of. standard author, come between you
the family must stay at home be- and the daily reading of God's Word.
" T h a t our sons may be as plants grown up cause they could not all g e t ready Some of you, I doubt not, have
in their youth; that our daughters may be as in time, and those of the family that precious memories of home, where
oorner-stones, polished after the similitude
go are often late to Sunday School the Bible was a reverenced and
of a palace."- Psalm 144:12.
studied book.' You can hear the
or church,
";;•
tones of the* father's voice as he read
The
other
way
is,
to
make
it
a
ABANDONED.
part of the Saturday's work to get in the morning, and recall the awUtterly abandoned to the Holy Ghost!
everything ready. Bathe the chil- fulness with which the old prophetic
Seeking all His fnlluess at whatever cost;
dren in the evening, put away the periods were clothed, or the delight
Cutting all the shore lines, launching in the soiled clothes, get the clean ones with which the precious promises
deep
ready, look them over to see that the fell Upon your ear. You can see a
Of His mighty power—strong to save and
buttons are all sewed on, then rise beloved mother gathering strength
keep.
early Sunday morning and the re- and courage and consolation clay by
Utterly abandoned to the Holy Ghost!
sult will be, to Sunday School and day from the Psalms and beatiOh! the sinking, sinking, until self is lo6t!
tudes. You know the words which
church on time.
Until the emptied vessel lies broken at His
We ouce asked a mother why they wefe taUght you then have clung to
feet; «
don't attend Sunday School and your memory, and will Ibe part and
Waiting, His filling shall make t e work comChurch. The reply was> "we can't parcel of you through all eteruity\
plete.
get ready." We suggested the NoWi by all that is sacred in these
Utterly abandoned to the will of God;
»
thought of getting the children reeolleCti'ohSi by all the love yoti
Seeking for no other path than my Master
ready the evening before. "Well" beat- your little ones, by all the tertrod;
rors of thb judgment before which
Leaving ease and pleasure, making Him my she said, " W e don't get through we must all appear and meet the
with our work."
choice,
record of our lives, I Beseefch you to"
Waiting for his guidance, listening for His
To such mothers we Would Bay, be faithful tbybUrown homes, faith. voice.
plan your Work different and make ful to God and to those whom God
the above as much your Saturday's has committed to your care. I t will
Utterly abandoned! no will of my own;
work as anything ©!s9.
F o r time and eternity, His, and His alone:
soon be too late. When these chil*
We have adopted this plan and it dreh have grown up and gone to
All my plans and purposes lost in His sweet
will,
would seem as inconsistent for ute to their life work, let it not be theirs
Having nothing, yet in Him all things pos- put off getting ready till Sunday
to say, " I might have been made
sessing still.
morning as to do part of our baking. familiar with the Bible and its
If we get everything ready Satur- blessed teachings; and through the
Utterly abandoned! itis so sweet to be
Captive in His "bonds of love, yet so won- day eve, there will yet be enough to iufluences of truths thuS learned
drous free;
do Sunday morning. But there will might, perhaps, have been led into
Free from sin's entanglements, free from not be such a hurry and ?aurry.
an assured hope of eternal life in
doubt and fear,
Then, to have a place for every- Christ; but my parents were not
Free from every worry, burden, grief or care.
thing and everything in its place is faithful, and the book divine had no
Utterly abandoned! oh, the rest is sweet,
another very good plan; we can then honored place in my early home."
As I tarry, waiting, at His blessed feet;
often send the children for what we
Waiting for the coming of tile Guest divine, want and thereby save us many
You may not be able togiv^ your
Who my inmost being shall perfectly refine. steps.
A mother with a family, one children wealth, nor inheritance of a
Jjo! He comes and fills me, Holy Spirit sweet! who does her own work (things too
great name, nor eminent social adI, in Him, am satisfied! T, in Him, complete! numerous to mention) often finds it
And th' light within my soul shall nevermore trying and needs
much patience. vantages; but you can leave theni
grow dim
But it seems tome- that if we could the results of fidelity and precious
While I keep my covenant—abandoned unto strike the right way and plan, we memories of devotion to the holy
Him!
could often make it easier for our- task of trying to make them know
—Set. by Sister Byer.
selves.
:
m i » i »
what God says to us in the Old and
We wish the mothers were allowed New Testaments, and what He wants
F o r t h e EVANGELICAL V I S I T O B .
a corner in the VISITOR where we
TWO WAYS.
us to believe and to do and to be.—
could exchange views.
Rev.
Frederick Noble D. D.
H E R E are- two ways of getting
. A MOTHEB.
ready for Sunday. The one is,
Our union with Christ is the union of
to rise late in the morning, to let a
THE BIBLE IN THE HOME.
the covenant, and therefore not depengarment or two minus a few buttons,
dent upon frames and feelings.—A. L,
to let the shoes unvarnished and the
I Y E the Bible the place it ought Newton.
children not washed or bathed. Sunto occupy in your homes. Enday school at nine or ten o'clock. shrine it in power. L e t not the We still offer the Hoi man Bibles and
Testaments for sale at very reasonable
Whafashall be done? Perhaps the daily newspaper, nor the popular rates. We will be glad to mail you a
parents will go alone or take some magazine, nor the most eminent Catalogue free at your request.
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and rubbish and sweeping of the world's
stale wit.
A soul to receive impressions of good,
to develop faculties' and shape it day by
day, as the artist's chisel Shapes t h e
stone, into the image and likeness of
Jesus Christ.—Morning Guide.
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As pure as Christ himself. Pure in word,
In thought, in action. "Flee youthful
'usts."~2 Tim. 2:22.
THE SECRET OF HAPPINESS.
I t is natural for the young to desire
wealth, honor, power, and many other
Ate ybb altnost disgusted
things which come from friendship with
With life, little man r
the world, but we must seek t h e honor
I will tell you a wonderful trick
which comes from God, and "follow
fHfi YOTJM AS EXAMPLES.
righteousness, faith, charity, peace, with
That will bring you contentment
If anything can—
"Let no man despise thy youth, but b e them t h a t call on the Lord out of a pure
Do something for Somebody, quick;
thou «n example of the believers, in word, heart."
Do something for somebody, quick.
May God impress upon each one of the
in conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith
young saints his responsibility; t h a t we
in purity."—1 Tim. 4:12.
Ate you awfully tired
AUL was here addressing Timothy, are not only to follow after but are to
With play, little girl?
a younger brother in the faith, but, show ourselves a pattern of good works.
Weary; discouraged, and sick?
as
many
of us are young we can also re- —Selected by Katie W. Brosey.
i'ii tell ydu the loveliest
ceive t h e admonition. Some of US, I
Game in the world —
BOYS D0FT"Y0U DO IT!
fear, think the Lord does not require so
Do something for somebody, quick;
much
of
Us
as
of
older
followers.
People
O N ' T jump down out of the hay mow,
Do something for somebody, quick.
have thought this so long that they think
or off the top of t h e straw stack!
*
young people cannot live near t h e Lord There is sure to be a pitchfork, or someThough it rains like the rain
but must have their fun. B u t we arething hid under the straw or hay. Don't
Of the flood, little man,
Abd the clouds are forbidding, and thick, commanded to be examples of thebeliev- stir up a bumble bee's nest just to hear
efs. If we have taken upon ourselves the them buzz. I t is fun of course until one
You can make the sun shine
name of Christ, no matter how young or of them gets out and after you with h i s
In your soul, little man—
insignificant we may be, we are "business end." Don't jump a t the conDo something for somebody, quick.
to be examples to t h e world, of t h e elusion t h a t farming is no good, because
£jo something for Somebody, quick.
followers of Christ.
your city cousin with his city notions
Though the skies are like brass
and manners spending his vacation with
With
this
thought
before
us.how
careOverhead, little girl,
ful we should be, for an example ought you, guys you for not knowing Lmore of
And the walk like a well heated brick;
to be perfect. Each one of us has some the world.
And all earthly affairs
one watching him and if bis example is
Don't jump a t the chance to get'faway
In a terrible whitt—,
not true he will lose, not only his own from home, and break the home ties, even
Do something for somebody, quick;
soul, but the souls of them t h a t follow if your uncle has offered you a place in
Do something "for somebody, quick,
him. We are to be examples in word, his store. You will only regret it b u t
—From "Christian Herald."
in conversation (action), in charity (love), once—that is always.
in spirit, in faith, In purity.
The moral of all this is, t h a t boys in
WHAT &0D GIVES A BOY.
If we are examples rn word, i t will the city are tempted to do more fool
BODY to live in and keep clean and leave no room for evil speaking (Titus hardy things than jumping off t h e hay
healthy, and as a dwelling for his 3:2), foolish talking, jesting (Epb. 5:4), or straw stack, or even stirring >up a
mind ahd a temple for his soul.
backbiting, or any such thing, b u t only "bumble bee's nest."
A pair of hands to Use for himself ahd for Sound speech t h a t cannot be conThere are thousands of boys here who
Others, but never against others for hinu> demned. (Titus 2:8).
would be glad to change places with you,
If examples in conversation, we will just for the comforts of a home. Seeing
self.
A pair of feet to do errands of love and have no time for worldly pleasures (James the world as they call it, is t h e most
kindness and charity and business, b u t 4:4); worldly dressing (1 T'm. 2:9); etc., dangerous of all amusements. I t is denot to loiter In places of mischief or hut in our conversation will become like structive to health and morals, and
makes criminals t h a t keep the houses of
the gospel, (Phil. 1:27).
temptation or sin.
In charity. If we are examples in love, refuge and reform schools full to overA pair of lips to keep pure and unpolluted by tobacco or whiskey and to speak no hatred, anger, or pride will be mani- flowing.
T h e city is no place for boys t h a t have
true, kind brave words, but not to make fested, but we will be meek and humble
and prove by' our love that our hearts been raised in the country, unless their
a smoke stack of or swill trough.
parents are with them, and t h e home
A pair of ears to hear the music of bird are pure.
If we have not the Spirit of Christ, we life, with wholesome restraints is steadand tree and rill and human voice, but
not to give heed to what t h e serpent are none of His; so if we are examples ily maintained. Of course there are exsays or to what dishoners God or h i s in spirit, we will show to all a meek, ceptions, where a boy does come and
make a successful business man out of
Christlike spirit.
'mother.
If we are examples in.faith, we must himself. B u t his early training must
A pair of eyes to see the beautiful, t h e
good, and the true—God's finger prints have faith enough in God to take Him have the credit for it, for he sticks to
in the flower and field and snowflake— at His word and receive answers to our that, and does not spend his evenings in
but not to feast on unclean pictures or petitions. If we are sick, we must have theaters or saloons, in company witn
other fast boys and girls. I t takes more
the blotches which Satan daubs and faith to take Him as our Healer, thereby proving that H J is the Healer of His to do this than.they can honestly earn.
calls pleasure. —Set.
A mind to remember, to reason and de- people.
m i » ' •
Examples in purity. "And every one
cide and store up wisdom and impart it
Set your" standard high; and, though
to others, but uot'to be turned into a that hath this hope, in him puri&eth you may not reach i t , you can hardly
chip basket or rubbish heap for the chaff himself, even as he is pure."—1 Jno. 3:3. fail to rise higher than if you aimed a t
some inferior excellence.—Hawes.
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FUND.
We have received from Henderson &
EVANGELICAL TISITOH.
Company, Toronto, Ont., their spring
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A Semi-Montbly Religious Journal,

catalogue of . Book, Bibles. Tracts and

Received from March 15, 1902 to April 15,
Pamphlets for 1902. They will.be pleased
1902.
to send this catoiogue to all who may
Mary Zercher, Plain, 0
2 00
apply for it. Their stock of Bibles, reM. Shupe, Lost Springs, Kan
25 00
ligious books, etc., etc., is very complete
M. A. Gish, H o p e . .
2 00
Send for the catoiogue and you may see
Subscription, $1.00 pel year; six months, 50c. H. Kern, Blaokwell, Okla
20 00
Something which you want.
Sample Oopies Free.
W. P . Kern, Blaokwell, Okla.
50 00
| l b Foreign Countries, $1.25 a Year. Smithville, Ohio
8 00
The Sister who writes about "Two
Sister Metzger, P a
1 00 Ways" in Health and Home Department
GEOBOE DETWILER, Abilene, Kane., E d i t o r .
D . ' V . Heize, Clarence Center, N. Y
5 00 in this issue expresses a wish that the
E L D E B W. 0 . BAREB, Louisville, ~\
A Sister, Harrisburg, P a
1 00 mothers might have a corner id the
Ohio, E L D E B SAMUM. ZOOK,
[ Associates.
Ada Engle, Harrisburg, P a
« 00 VISITOR in order that they might
Abilene, Kansas.
)
he^p each other in exchanging views*
GEO. DETWILEB, Office Manager.
Total
$119 00
The Corner will be at the com^All communications and letters of business
Balance on hand March 16.
. f 85 12
should be addressed to Geo. Detwiler.
tliand of the mothers whenever they
For the exposition of true, practical piety
and devoted to t h e spread of Evangelical
truths and the Unity of the ohuroh.
Published i n t h e interest of t h e ohuroh of
the Brethren in Christ,

Total $ 184 12 choose to make use of it. L'et the articles
be shultt crisp abd to the point;
Paid over A pril 15
,-.
$ 100 10
To SUBSOBIBEBS:—Our terms a r e cash in Balance on hand April 15
.,; .
84 02
An Illinois subscriber, who is interadvance.
Whole amount received to April 15 1385 17 ested in the workers at the Matoppo
2. When writing t o have your address
. , . . 1301 15 Mission* thinks it would be too bad* and
changed, be sure t o give both old and now Whole amount paid over
SAMUEL ZOOK TREASURER.
hot to the Credit of the Brotherhood, if
address. •
3. The date on the printed label will show
the proposed building could not be made
Just before going to press we received comfortable for the inmates by furnishing
to subscribers when their subscription expires.
a letter from Bro t). "W. took announc4. If you do not receive the VISITOB within ing their safe arrival at San Francisco, it with a wooden floor. A few donations
received since the April 15 report, swell
tendays from date of issue, write us at once
Cal., on April, 20th.
and we will send the number called for.
the amount received to above $1500. It
To THE POOB,—who are unable t o pay, we
would be a matter of satisfaction if the
Our
friends
who
may
want
to
go
to
consend the paper free on the recommendation
of others or upon their individual requests. ference by train from Abilene can do so amount needed could be full by the time
Individual requests must be renewed every six at a oue and one-third rate—fifty-five of Conference. Have you aone what
months as a matter of good faith.
you can?
, *
cents for the round trip.
To COBBBBPOHPENTB:—Articles for publica•
>
t-^-^.--^.
.
tion should be written on one side of t h e
A communication from Brothe* and
I
t
seems
necessary
to
often
remind
our
paper only. Write all business letters on sepSister J. R. Eyster informs us that their subscribers to watch their credit label.
arate sheets.
2. Communications without t h e author's sailing had to be postponed one week. If money is Sent in oh subscription and
name will receive no recognition.
Instead of sailing on April 16, they sailed the credit on the label Is not properly
3. Communications for the VISITOB should on the 23rd , from New York, on the
changed in a month after the money was
be sent in at least ten days before date of
steamer St. Paul.
sent please write to us at once, and state
issue.
Send money by Post Office Money Order, RegOur Brother H. W. Brenneman, of this when and how the money was sent. I t
istered Letter, or Bank Draft, to G. Detwiler city, has just returned from a 14 months' is much easier to look the matter up this
Abilene, Kansas.
U3^"° Canadian Currency is
sojourn in Cumberland county, Pa., where early than if it passes Unnoticed for a
discounted with us.
year or more. On account of the extra
Entered as second-class matter at the Post- lie had gone for a visit combined with
business. He reports having had a pleas- expense involved we have hot usually
offlce at Abilene, Kansas.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

Abilene, Kansas, MAY 1, 1902.
ADDBESSES OF MISSIONABIE8.
H. Franoes Davidson, Isaao 0 . Lehman, Mrs.
Isaac O. Lehman, Bro. and Sister H. F .
Bteigerwald, Levi Boner, Emma C. Long,
Matoppo Mission Bulawayo, South Africa.
Hiss Barbara Hershey, Inanda Mission Station, Duff's Road, Natal, South Africa.
D. W. Zook and wife, ) Sripat Purunia P . O.
Mrs. Amanda Zook, ( Bankura District,
Anna Herr,
)
Bengal, India.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Zook, Havana, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Roberts, Hidalgo, Tex.
i. G. and Mrs. Susan Cassel,
Box 74,
Guatemala, Central America.
Fannie L Hoffman, Khamgaon, Berar, India
Elm inu Hoffman,
Kedgeop Pnona Diet., Bamabia Home, India.
Martha Hoffman. San Salvador Salvador O.A.
Mr- and Mrs. Jesse B. Eyster, "The Highlands," Cape Town, South. Africa,

ant time in fellowship with the pilgrims acknowledged receipt of money, as the
change on the label would indicate that
in that sect'on.
the money was received. However if a
•-•—.
We expected to be able to Say more Postal card or a oue-cent stamp is enabout Conference rates in this issue, but closed with the mcney we will send reare not able to say more than what we ceipt which would likely give better
said in our last. We are writing private- satisfaction.
ly to representative men in the different The baptismal service at Bethel church
localities who will m ke arrangements on Sunday April 20, pjioved quite an inand give information in their own lo- teresting occasion to the many who atcalities.
tended. One sister who formerly had
Bro. Hoover, the'Buffalo Mission, calls
attention to a mistake in his report of been a member, but had gone astray,
donations, as published in issue of March was again received into fellowship, and
15. In it Maude Fulmer is credited with 14 others were also received and baptized.
$1.00 while it should be $1.25 which would All, but one, are young in years, and
then rrmke the total $13.25 correct. As having now made the wise choice so early
we have not preserved the copy we are in life, they may employ these best years
unable to say where the mistake was in becoming fitted for a life of usefulness
made, but likely the types are to blame. and blessing. We hope they may walk
Sometimes we fall to notice mistakes of worthy of the Lord, go forward in His
this kind although, we try to' be CaieML' in service, yi- Id themselves to God as those
the matter
"fella* aiA alive fdrom the dead," present/
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fe^ieir "bodies a living sacrifice holy and remember this and send all monies to had not been familiar, so wrought upon
^acceptable unto God," not be "conformed this office. We are glad to say t h a t Elder Hie young wife t h a t she begged her husftjto this world" but transformed, trans- Zook is apparently recovering as there band to take her home; For days she
figured, made glorious according to the has been decided improvement in his could notshake off the impression of that
ijaeasure of Christ, and be true witnesses condition lately, and' we fervently de- scene and t h e story. I t coutiuued to
sire and hope that he may yet be spared to weigh upon her mind until she fell into
'.for Him.
further usefulness in t h e church. How- a deep state of melancholy and convic;
" Our correspondents will notice t h a t ever the fact is before us, and must be tion of sin. There was none to help or
reference is made by a writer in last is- admitted, that many of the aged, who, instruct her; and she was as utterly
sue to long articles. He intimates t h a t have borne the burden and care of the ignorant of the Bible as she was destiwhen he sees that an article is long he church,, are passing out of the ranks, and tute of the possession of one. T h e husdoes not read it. We suppose this may the burdens fall on younger shoulders. band became so distressed and alarmed
•be the practice of others, perhaps many. May the Lord prepare worthy men on at his wife's condition t h a t he called in
People, in this age of rush and hustle whom the mantles of departing Elijahs medjcal advice. A f t r hearing from the
want everything short, especially t h a t may fall. LATER: Elder Zook's condi- husband the occasion of his wife's menwhich belongs to religious engagements. tion is less favorable than indicated tal distress, and from the lady herself
Yet we may make mistakes on t h a t line above.
the story of her horror— " t h a t these poor
as well as on other lines. Of course a
people should be killed for their relong article which contains nothing, like THE CONVERSION OF A fRENOH LADY. ligion"—and being plied by her with
along sermon with no special aim exquestions concerning religion, which he
ADAM" M. was t h e daughter of a
cept to fill up the time, is valueless, but
was utterly unable to answer, t h e phyvery distinguished and wealthy
on the other hand we may lose much of.
sician withdrew ar.d reported t h e case
French family. When she was quite
instruction and benefit by rejecting an
to t h e husbanci.
young she was married to a young man
'article only because i t is long. How" I t is a case of relig.'ous monomania—a
of equal wealth and high social position.
ever our correspondents will please n«te
As was common, these young people very bad one. You must act at once and
the hint, and endeavor to put a large
were worldly and gay, given to every- promptly, or your wife will fall into
amount of good int«> small bundles.
thing going on in the fashionable world, hopeless melencholia, and perhaps end
! ,
»» -••
and had nothing to do but to amuse in permanent insanity. You must take
- Mother Shockey, who is a t home with
themselves and gratify every whim which her about. Go to concerts, to balls, t
her son Bro. Isaac Shockey, of this "city
an idle fancy suggested. They were ut- parties; travel. Do anything t h a t wil
is the oldest member of our class. She
terly destitute of any spiritual knowledge divert her mind from t h e terrible subis still quite smart, retaining her mental
of God andsChrist; though in their way, ject that possesses her."
-faculties to a remarkable degree, and is
Actiug upon this advice, t h e husband
devoutenough Roman Catholics.
generally found in attendance a t the
began a round of worldly pleasure a n d
Shortly
after
their
marriage,
they
went
various services of the church where her
fashionable dissipation.
.cheerful testimony, as to God's goodness one night to the theatre, and witnessed
Night after night they were out at the
aplay
in
Vfhich.vln
one
of
t
h
e
scenes,
-to her in her long life, is always an in-:
theatre, at balls, a t concerts, and enterspiration to the hearers. Her 87th birth- there was enacted t h e slaughter of t h e
tainments; t h e wife going reluctantly,
•day occurred on Sunday April 20. In : Huguenots. The scene was so vivid and
but obediently. One night they were a t
life-like
t
h
a
t
it
greatly
distressed
t
h
e
honor of the event a goodly number of.
a great bail in Paris. They had entered
the Brethren and neighbors gathered,at mind of the iady. She asked her husthe spacious hotel, and were passing
band,
with
bated?
breath
and
strained
•Bro. Suockey's home by invitation in
through a long and brilliantly lighted
eves,
what
it
meant.
The
reply
was:
the evening for special religious- service.
corridor, lined with lackeys and leading
-A numbei of aged pilgrims were present " I t is a representation of t h e killing of
toward a broad flight of stairs up to t h e
-and it was inspiring to hear their 1 testi- the Huguenots,"*
salon where the guests were assembled.
"Why
were,
they
killed?"
asked
his
monies extoling the goodness of God and;
Of a sudden, like an apparition, there
•magnifying His urace and mercy during young wife. o | "
darted out before them, from some side
"Oh!
they
were
killed
for
their
heretitheir pilgrimage of many years. T h e ocdoor, a little man dressed in black, and
casion was much enjoyed by all present. cal religion!" "
apparently a clergyman, though not a
"And
was
it
for
no
other
reason
than
•God bless the aged pilgrims.
;
priest.
'-,
*' •"
their
religion??
•_# ; — ....
This little man stepped up to the lady,
"Forno-other
reason:
they
were
here. I n our last issue we had only a little
and without a word of introduction or
space to say, on the last page, what should tics."
apology for speaking, said with great
"And" who had them killed?"
have had a more prominent place. We
"Why, I suppose it was done by order Eagerness: "Madam! do you know t h a t
sefer to the request of t h e treasurer of of the Church: they were heretics."
the blood.of Jesus Christ, God's Son
ithe Mission Board t h a t all monies for
"And did our holy Church have these cleariseth us from all sin?"
that. Fund be sent to the VISITOR office poor people massacred for no other
To this startling and unheard-of
instead of to him. We now repeat t h e reason than for believing* Jesus Christ
proclamation t h e lady replied: " W h a t
request. Elder Zook has borne -varied, could save them without the help of our
did you say,' Sir? Will you repeat those
;many and heavy burdens, and as age is Church?"
woras?''
creeping upon him too, his •physical
"For no other reason, so far as I know."
At which the little man in black again
was
the
reply:
"They
were
not
criminals,
strength is not any mo-e what it once
heretics." And as far as he was able declared without note or comment, but
was. For months his health has been but
to do so, the young husband related the
.precarious, and on this account is seeking: story of t h e massacre without either with intense eagerness and pathos:
to unload some of his burdens. A t his justifying or condemning it—speaking "The blood of Jesus Christ, God's Son,
cleanseth us from all sin;" and then disrequest we (the Editor) have consented of it rather as a. matter of course.
Thissceneand the story of the slaugh- appeared as suddenly as he had appeared.
to take charge of the funds for him unThe lady stood still for a moment,
t i l Conference. Our friends will please ter of the Huguenots, with which she
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dumbfounded, and then remarked to her
husband: "Did you ever hear t h a t before? T h a t is the most extraordinary
statement I ever heard. What can it
mean?"
But as she spoke and mused on these
words, and climbed the broad and lofty
stairway, there fell upon her a peace so
sweet t h a t her whole face seemed lighted
up with gladness.
She went a t once into the crowded
salon, and approaching the lirst lady
whom she saw, she saii to her; " I have
just heard the most extraordinary statement; I wonder if you have ever heard it,
and what does it mean?—'The blood of
Jesus Christ, God's Son, cleanseth us
from all sin.' "
As might have been expected, the lady
to whom this inquiry was addressed was
amazed; and the amazement spread
through the salon, as Madam M. passed
from one to another repeating her question, asking if any one could tell her
what it meant.
Noting the excited (or what seemed to
him the excitedjstate of mind into which
his wife, had been thrown by the apparition* of the little man in black, with his
singular declaration, and the real excitement into which she was throwing
t h e fashionable people in the salon, by
her continuous inquiry of every one
whom she met concerning the "blood of
Jesus Christ," her husband took her
home. For days she was full of joy, repeating over and over again the words:
" T h e blood of Jesus Christ, God's Son,
cleanseth us from all sin."
She found out finally where the saying
came from. For the first time she got
hold of a Bible, and soon devouring the
New Testament, she learned the glad
t r u t h . Her joy was not for a day or a
week, but continued, until her husband,
again alarmed, sent for his medical adviser, the same who had seen her some
months before. He had auother interview with her, and was treated to the
Gospel of Christ and a relation of her
joy and peace in believing.
The medical man returned to report
to the husband, and with a grave shake
of the head declared: " I t is the same
thing, religious monomania. I t is a very
bad case. I t has changed its'type, taken
on another form. Before, she was depressed; now, she is ecstatic. I am
afraid it has reached an acute stage.
You must watch her very closely, and do
everything you can to divert her mind."
And so he departed. But the joy did
not leave Madam M. I t continued and
became the inspiration of a new life to
her, and to all about her. The Bible was
now her daily companion, and she became

a sweet witness for Jesus, Again and
again she besought her husband to receive Jesus as his Savior/ She broke
away from Rome, aud took up with a
few scattered Protestants whom she
could find, and in her own circle continued to speak of Jesus and His precious blood, and His resurrection from
the dead.
Some months after, her husband gave
a dinner party to a number of artists,
wits, and literati of Paris: A t the table
the conversation turned on religion,
which was ridiculed as superstition; and
presently blasphemous and ridiculing
sneers were leveled at Jesus Christ and
the Bible.
After this ribold conversation had
gone on for a few minutes, the host, Mr.
M. arose at the head of the : table and
said: "Gentlemen! 1 cannot have the
name and religion of Jesus Christ taken
in vain and made the subject of ridicule
at my table. Jesus Christ is the Son of
God, and our Savior, and His blood
cleanseth from all sin." ,.,;
.,,•>, ... The effect of tbis.speech may be more
easily imagined than described. Mr. M..
had never before articulated, his :fajth,
and his happy wile for the first time
now knew t h a t her testimony' and her
life of peace had been blessed of God to
hissoul also. This confession and defense of Jesus, of course, was. practically
Mr. M.'s conversion. He joined his wife;
in her new faith, and himself, parted
from'the superstition of Rome. This
lady lived on for sixty years, only dying'
a few months ago. She never ceased to
carry her joy and testimony wherever
she went; and became the leader of the
Protestant faith among her class in:
France.
• ', ..-_
The singular thing adout the whole
matter is the sudden appearance of the
little man in black, in t h a t great house'
on the night of a grand ball, and his apparently mad approach into the ball
room. The explanation is simply this.
He was a Protestant clergyman, wir'o had
some occasion to visit the master of the
house t h a t night on business, and as he
was about fo leave, he was siezpd with
an irresistable impulse to rush into the
corridor and tell the first person he met
that, "the blood of Jesus Christ; God's
Son, cleanseth from all sin." Not knowing why he was so strangely led, and he
himself partly terrified at what he did,,
not knowing M;)dam M., or having ever
heard of her, or of the deep conviction
of sin under which she had been laboring for months, he saw i n - h e r only the
first person he met; and, delivering his
message, he rushed from, the house, not
knowing the result of his action until
months afterwards.
Who shall say that God the Holy Spirit,

who took Philip from Samaria to declare
Jesus to the eunuch, is not still doing
these wonders of grace? God has not
forgotten to be gracious, and the Spirit
of God has not ceased to convince men
"of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment," nor take extraordinary means to
lead souls to God through Christ, when
extraordinary means of grace are necessary.—Selected by Sister Byer.
THE GIVING ALPHABET.
L L things come of Thee, and of
Thine own have we given Thee.-^
1 Chron. 24:14.
Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse.—Mai. 3:10.
Charge them t h a t are rich in this
world * * t h a t they do good, that they
be rich in good works, ready to distribute, willing to communicate.—1 Tim.
6:17, 18.
Do good unto all men, especially unto,
them who are of the household of faith.
—Gal. 6:10.
Every man according as he purposeth
In his heart so let him give, not grudgingly, or of necessity.—2 Cor. 9:7.
Freely ye have received, freely give.—
Mar? 10:8.
God loveth a cheerful gi ver.—2 Cor. 9:7.
Honor the Lord with thy substance, '
and with the first fruits of all thine increase.—Prov. 3:9.
If there be first a willing mind, it is
accepted according to that a • man hath,
and not according to t h a t he hath not.—
2 Cor. 8:12.
Jesus said, It is more blessed to give
than to receive.—Acts 22:35.
Knowing t h a t whatsoever good thing
auy man doeth, the same he shall receive '
of the Lord.—Eph. 6:8.
Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through
and steal; but lay up treasures in heaven.
—Mat. 6:19, 20.
;,
: .
My little children, let us not love in
word, neither in tongue, but in deed and
in truth.—1 John 3:18.
Now concerning the collection for the
saintSj upon the first day of the week,
let every one of you lay by him in store
as God hath prospered him.—1 Cor. 16:1,2.
Of all t h a t thou ahalt give me I will
surely gi"e the tenth to thee.—Gen.
28:22.
Provide yourself bags which wax noti
old, a treasure in the heavens which
faileth hot, where no thief approacheth, I
neither moth corrupteth.—Luke 12:33.
Quench not the Spirit.—1 Thes. 5:19. .
Render unto God the things that are
God's.—Matt. 22:21.
See t h a t ye abound in this grace also.;
—2 Cor. 8:7.
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T1SIT0R.
furnish us great satisfaction if we could
report expenses all met, but the way it now
stands there'Is quite a deficit.
Bro. and Sister Noah Zook arrived here
on April 14, and intend to remain with
us until about April 24. We- are confident t h a t their labor of love among us
will prove a-benefit to many.
We had several remarkable cases of
healing of late. Cases that physicians
pronounced Incurable. We give the
glory to Jesus. Dearly beloved pray for
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esting and profitable. Some have professed to have received definite help
from the Lord through His servants at
this place. One colored lady who has
attended frequently during the past
six months gave the following testimony/
recently: " I have tried to be a Christian
and have been a church member for fourteen years. I thought 1 was all right,
but when I heard the preaching and
testimonies here, I got under conviction
and found out t h a t I needed a deeper
work. I have sought the Lord earnestly
US.
J. R. AND ANNA ZOOK.
for some time day and night, and I want
CHICAGO MISSION.
to say t h a t the Lord met me the other
night while I was praying alone in my
Report for the month ending April 155, 1902. room. In my prayer I said, 'Lord you
!••_!:
BECEIPTS.
are my Shepherd, I shall not want,'
In His Name
$ 3 00 when suddenly the darkness flew away,
Noah Sollenberger, Woodiyn, N. J . . .
5 00 the doubts and fears were gone, the light
2 00 broke over my soul, and I realized what
John Keefer, Hope, Eans
,
tfrB. Fannie Erb, Deer Creek, Okla .
3 25 I heard you say the Lord would do for
2
Offering
box
in
hall
no me. Oh: it is wonderful! I used to sit
CHURCH NEWS.
Room r e n t . . . . . . * '.
5 00 in my home and look over toward the
Mrs. Olson, 5919 Morgan St. Chicago
75 Mission and think, what a holy place
PHILA.BLPHIA MISSION.
Hall r e n t .
6 00 that is. I can never get what those folks
1 00 have got. But now I want to tell for
In His Name
Report for March 1902.
1 (JO the Lord's praise t h a t I have it. Praise
G. Clifford Cress, Peoria St. Chicago
DONATIONS.
5 00 the Lord."
David H. Brechbill, Moonlight, K a s . .
Balance on h a n d . . - . .
. . . . . . . $ 2 0 37 In His Name
2 00
This testimony was a great blessing to
Philadelphia, P a , . . .
. . . ' . - . . . .'.. f
£0 E"gene Dodson,Benton Harbor, Mich
5 00
us all, as we have been praying fcr some
Rhe'ems, P a
'•'...:'....'.'.':....-.'.''..
5 00 Mrs. Viok, 6020 Loomis St,Chicago..
5 00
months for this excellent lady as she is
Rife, P a . . . . . . . , ' . ' . . . . ' ' : . " [ ......1'./
1 00 Mrs.J. George Sr. White Pigeon, 111..
60
very intelligent and refined and can be
A Brother...................^...."
1 00 Mrs. Henry Shirk, Lodi, Cal. . . . . . . .
1 00
used of God to help others who are now
Claronce Center, N. T.
. . ' . ' , . ""•• 1 00 Master A. McCullough, Morrison, 111.
12
standing where she stood. We believe
n
2 00
John Gish, E terprise, Kan
Total
. -;
$28-87
that she has received the fullness-of the
J. W. Virden, Park Falls, Wis
3 75 Gospel of Jesus. We have received some
Silverdale,-1 box clothing; Royers Ford, 1
David F . Shirk,Cottonwood Falls, Ks
5 oo very encouraging letters from the saints
bbl potatoes; Elizabethtown 1 bbl turnips.
1 00
Daniel W. Glass.6024 Green St Chicago
in regard to keeping the building. One
EXPENSES:
brother wrote us saying t h a t we should
A laborer in God's vineyard
$ i .70
Total
- .;-• • -'-.:•, •/:..
$58 ±7 keep it and that he would do more,by the
M issi on use
.7 50
EXPENSES.
grace of God,for the maintainance of the
For the poor
7 59
Deficit March 15, 1 9 0 2 . . . . . . .
$ 3 69
work than ever before. His generous
5 58
Total
-.
. - ' . $ 19 79 Groceries.
offering above proved bis sincerity.
Five gas
fixtures
3 96
Feeling t h a t the Lord would not suffer
PETEB STOVEB
Rent for building
30 00
the work to be brought to shame, we
Philadelphia, Pa. 3423 N. Sec. St.
Coal
.,
4 50
have leased the property for another
Gas
1 00
DES MOINES MISSION, "
year a t thirty dollars per month payable
Total
,$48 68 iu monthly payments in advance.
Yours in the work.
Back indebtedness on last conference'
Balanoe.
...
$9 79
SARAH BERT AND WORKERS.
y e a r . . . . . . . . : . . . . .'......
.'..\. " $59 20
We acknowledge, with grateful hearts,
5956 Peoria St. Chicago.
DONATIONS FOB PBESENT USE.
thatgoodness and mercy are following us
C. E. Scott, Elkhart, l a . . . . . . . . . . . . "$ 1 00 God is using His children to bless us aud
MEETINGS NE4.E STAYNER, 0NT.
Bro. and Sister A.S.Gnagy, Dysart,Ia
5 00 the work here. We render twofold thanks
A. C. Higgins, City
'......:'.'.
3 00 for these blessings—firstly, to God from
E E I N G , through neglect or misunderJennie Dirr, City . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . ' . . .
50 whom is every good aud perfect gift, and
standing our meetings held last
H Shookly, C i t y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; : .
50 secondly, to those whom He used as in- winter on the second line Nottawasaga
Bro. and Sister F. Janes . . . . . . . . . . .
1 00 struments in conveying the same to us. have not been published in t h e VISITOR,
Stark County, O h i o . . . . . . . . . : . . . . 1'.".' 5 00 We, like Paul, are filled and lack noth- t thought that even at this late date it
A. Emerson, City
25 ing, and yet are in constant need. The would be well to publish it, as 1 know
wjse will understand this. Besides tem- bow interesting it is to me to hear how
•''.' Total
| 16 25 poral blessing which also include a box the work is progressing in different fields.
According to arrangements Bro. A.
We lift our hearts to God in thankful- of eggs, butter and wheatlet, from Brethness for these substantial donations. ' A ren in Michigan, we have been richly fed Winger, of Bdgely, Vaughn, Ont., came
full report of all receipts and expendi- from the Master's table, so t h a t our souls to us Jan.. 7, 1902, and held meetiugs
tures for this conference year will be 1 aresatisfied with the fatness of God's each evening for two weeks, which were
given in our next report. I t would house. T h e meetings have been inter- very interesting, with t h e exception of a

llgThe silver is mine and the gold is
mine, saith the Lord of Hosts.—Hag. 2:8.
JTJnto whomsoever much is given,of him
fghall be much required.—Luke 12: 48.
Vow, and pay unto the Lord your God.
iWPsa. 76:11.
Whoso hath this world's goods, and
seeth his brother have need, and shuttetli up his bowels of compassion from
him, how dwelleth the love of God in
him.—1 John 3:17.
'Xcept your righteousness shall exceed
the'-'righteousness of the Scribes and
Pharisees, ye shall iu no case enter into
the kiugdom of heaven.—Matt. 5:20."
Ye'know the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ.—2 Cor, 8:9.
Zaccheus said, Behold, Lord, the half
of my"goods I give to the poor.—Luke
19:8.'— Sel. by Sister Byer.
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few evenings when stormy weather and
bad roads blocked the way.
The word was spoken in simplicity yet
•with power.
Bro. Isaac Baker of t h e sixth line
manifested a warm interest by atten Iing and bringing a sleigh load each
evening.
Although only one arose for prayers,
yet souls'were revived and outsiders remarked t h a t if t h e meetings had continued they could not have kept their
seats. Many were disappointed when
Bro. Winger had to take his departure
for another field. May t h e scattered
seeds still take root is our prayer.

tremendous effort. We are happy to say
that he has the confidence of the people
and we do earnestly pray t h a t God will
overrule t h a t which has been intended
to overthrow God's plan and work a t
this place; and t h a t Bro. and Sister
J. B. Zook will,continue their labor of
love in this city, which work has been
so permanently established.
We confess that the work a t this place
is entirely too heavy for one man and
that more help is needed. There are
from two to three sermons to be preached
on each Sunday besides one social service
and two sabbath schools. For five years
we had an every night mission meeting
but during this last year we did not have
meeting every night continually, b u t
had meeting on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday nights.
Besides these public religious services
there are numerous calls for private
prayer and spiritual instruction as well
as funeral services and marriages.
Furthermore there were great burdens
to be borne flnancially,and on account of
the litigation.
The work here in charge of Bro. Zook
deserves the sympathy and support and
confidence of all God's people.

MISSIONARY.
For

t h e EVANGELICAL

VISITOB.

MISSIONS IN SOUTH AMERICA-

T

H E mainland of South America was
discovered by Columbus on his thifd
voyage in 1498. The part of the coast where
he landed was near the mouth of t h e
Orinoco River. In a short time the entire continent was explored. T h e conquest of the country by European adventurers is a dark page in the history
of the western world. Vicious and unscrupulous men led theii bands of armed
soldiers against t h e native tribes and
overthrew their nations with great
SISTER MCTAGGART.
slaughter, being anxious only to obtain
» S t a y n e r , Ont.
gold and glory. As most of these ex•».»••
plorers and adventurers were Spanish,
Kor t h e EVANGELICAL VISITOK
there followed in their wake a vast numTHE WOEK OP THE DES MOINES, IOWA,
ber of Romish priests who were zealous
MISSION.
to secure this great continent as an addition to their already powerful church.
E, the helpers in the Mission of this
They were wonderfully successful in this
city, feel impressed to give a short
undertaking. Soon t h e institutions of
report of the work under the control of
the Romish church were planted with
Bro. and Sister J. K. Zook, for the beneuncontested power and sway from trje
fit of t h e readers of the EVANGELICAL
Isthmus of Panama t o Cape Horn. Tb*e
VISITOR.
poor deluded Indians were compelled
With all the opposition, which indeed
to yield full obedience to t h e mandates
was great, there has been a steady and
V M . a n d FLORENCE DRIVER.
of their new masters and in less than
healthful growth in the spiritual developCATHARINE SWISHER.
two centuries we find t h e entire conment of the work, whicli we attribute to
C. E . CLENDENIEL.
tinent in the thraldom of this monstrous
the thorough teaching and careful
DAVID R. EDWARDS.
imposition with only a glimmer of t h e
management of our leader, under the
MARY J. EDWARDS.
true light here and there in t h e awful
blessing of God. The standard of t h e
A. C. HlGGINS.
darkness. While t h e tide of iniquity
work has been raised so as to enjoy t h e
and false religion was running in wit j
confidence of t h e most spiritual and
LOVE FEASTS.
its deluge of death and destruction upon
devoted christian people.
PENNSYLVANIA.
the unfortunate people of our sister conWe will not attempt to narrate all the
May 10, 1 1 . tinent, a great and mighty nation wa
good t h a t has been accomplished, for Meohanicsburg
. M a y 8, 4. being developed in- our own fair Ian 1
t h a t would require volumes, and no one Philadelphia M i s s i o n .
May 31, June 1. where t h e pure Gospel was zealously
but God knows all t h e good t h a t has Grater's F o r d
J u n e 7, 8 guarded by the eye t h a t never sleeps.
been done. Many sinners have been Silverdale
,
May 13, 14.
saved from a life of sin, ruin and shame Mastersonville
After four or five centuries of almoft
to a life cf obedience to God, while many R. R. station, Colebrook, Cornwall and L e b - unmolested reign what do we find t a e I
others have been healed of physical a n o n R. R.
results of Romish teaching in S o u t h I
diseases of various kinds by faith and Air Hill
May 13. 14. America to be? Missionaries, travelers
prayer. These manifestations of God's R. R. s t a t i o n s , W. M. R. R. C u l b e r s o n ; C. V. and business men have only one voice;
power always produce great joy and R. R. S c o t l a n d .
and mind on this subject. They all tellI
spiritual refreshment to God's people.
KANSAS.
us with disgust t h a t Romanism has
"These signs shall follow them that V >wn County
. M a y 1 0 , 1 1 brought nothing to benefit t h e thirtybelieve."
B<.> S p r i n g s
May 24, 25 five or forty millions of deluded people
We are so thankful for this light t h a t Beti >1
May 31, J u n e 1. over which i t keeps watch with a
has been brought to us from heaven by Clay County
J u n e 7, 8. tyrannical power t h a t puts to shame the
Jesus Christ our Lord and taught by
heathenism of a land of idols like China
ONTABIO.
holy men who are giving their whole Markham, Y o i k Co
May 31, J u n e 1 or Japan. Darkness and night are the
life to the service of God, without money Black Creek, Wellaud, Co.,
Hence
June 7, 8 legitimate children of ignorance.
or price—not hirelings.
Wainfleet,
" "
" 1 4 , 1 5 . with a carefully laid system of priestMany dear saints also have been led in- H o w i c k , H u r o n Co
, " 1 4 , 1 5 . hood, the people have been kept in total
to a higher life by. the anointing of the Waterloo, Waterloo Co
" 2 1 , 22. ignorance of the Word of God. I t is the I
Holy Ghost, which anointing qualifies N o t t a w a , S i m o o e "
entrance of God's Word t h a t gives l i g h t , ;
" 2 1 , 22.
for christian activity. We also thank
and this is what has been so carefully I
OHIO.
God and rejoice that our leader was preguarded against by the emissaries of I
J u n e 14, 15
served and kept blameless through t h e Ashland and R i c h l a n d
Rome. Hence we find t h e people a d - ;
MICHIGAN.
din of litigation, not a single evidence
vanced little, if any, beyond the limits
being established against him after a Greenwood
J u n e 14, 15 of t h e civilization and industry of t h e
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Ixiays of t h e Incas. Sad indeed is t h eworkers in Africa are carrying to t h e Gospel furnished us by the Los Angeles
contrast between our own fair land which Matabele. I sincerely hope to see t h a t Bible Institute. As may be expected
jleads the world in almost every desirable day. May God order i t speedily.
some fell into unworthy hands and conline of modern thought and action, and
Now one little incident from a worker sequently was torn to pieces.nevertheless
I poor, deluded, poverty-stricken, and on the field: "A poor old woman far in on the whole we believe have been prothe interior, who cannot read, pays ductive of much good. We have since
•priest ridden South America.
During the past fifty years there has passers-by to read her Bible to her. She learned that some were attracted by
arisen a mighty movement in our midst kept a bookmark a t t h e place where the pieces in the street and even placed
as a Christian nation, to send t h e Light the missionary read on his last yearly togethrr again, thus proving what Paul
to the regions beyond. Consecrated men visit. She may be "found with t h e says, "For we can do nothing against
and women have offered themselves by Bible on h e r lap open a t t h a t same the truth, but for the t r u t h . "
the thousand to go to t h e foreign fields place and tears streaming from her eyes.
Since the last general letter 13 more
with] the message of light and life- By living i t s precepts she is teaching have been received into membership,
Thousands have gone to China, Japan the t r u t h to her wicked neighbors. She and there are still more candidates for
India, and Africa, b u t oh, only a few owns a deep well from which many get membership. A t the close of the year the
hundred to neglected South America. their supply of water. She requires all believers from Ilopango came down to
These write back to us, as they see t h e who come to carry away a double supply attend the union meeting on New Years
ripened harvest and the lack of helpers, on Saturday, and her well is locked from day, there were also present, 3 from San
letters t h a t ought to burn themselves Saturday night till Monday morning. Martin, 4 from Soneonate and 3 from
into our very souls as we read. They tell Few are so poor as this woman, yet sheChenarneco a city 108 miles east; all
us that the power of Rome is crumbling is far richer and happier than her neigh- coming afoot just for t h e purpose of
before the steady advance of the Gospel. bors, in t h e possession of her precious worshiping with us. I wonder how many
The people are opening their eyes to their Bible. I t is worth travelling five thous- in the home lands would walk 108 miles
benighted and enslaved condition. They and miles, and making sacrifices, to to attend worship. They first received
are renouncing t h e priest, refusing to such examples as this of what t h e Bible the word through a colporter and later I
pay the levied church taxes, and are in does for a poor ignorant Roman Catholic corresponded with them. Our all day
a critical condition, lest, having nothing woman. I t is the power of God to t h e meeting was a time of rejoicing.
better administered to their hungry salvation of souls, Many are converted
Duriog the month of July we made a
hearts, they fall into t h e natural pit of by reading and studying the Bible be- short evangelistic trip in company with
infidelity and atheism. Shall we not fore they hear a preacher, showing thus a native Bro. We visited a town in tell
rally to the assistance of those on t h e the power of the Word itself, applied by interior where we labored a week; many
field, and by a united effort help them the Holy Spirit."
rejoiced to hear the good news. We had
to feed the multitudes t h a t are in this
EVANGELIZATION. Promised another visit,
Yours for the lost,
great spiritual famine? B u t they tell
but the work in t h e capital needed our
G. C. CRESS.
us that there are whole tribes among
Chicago, 111.
attention and thus we have been prewhich there is not a single missionary.
»!»,«.
vented to go. I n Feb. and March D. V.
What shall we answer to t h e call for For The Evangelical Visitor.
we expect to spend out evangelizing.
help? Shall we write or wire back t h a t
GENERAL LETTER.
There were 3 of t h e natives employed
we cannot send any more workers? Has
for scattering the Word of God. Through
E
A
R
Christian
friends:
To
all
t
h
e
the reserve of the church been exhausted?
saincs t h a t in every place call up- these many new doors are opened for
Are there no more Isaiahs who will
on
the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ, the preaching of the word. I n one city
answer to the call, saying, "Here am I.
they came in contact with a mission by
Send me, send me?" Yes, thank God, Greeting.
4 Jesuits. The priest made a tool of the
After
a
lapse
of
some
15
months,
we
we believe t h a t there are. I am promayor, making him call t h e people and
foundly convinced t h a t there is taleut are again piiviledged to resume our
obliging them to confess to t h e priest,
general
letter;
during
this
time
t
h
e
among us t h a t is fully consecrated to
and if they did not obey, were either
this self-sacrificing work. I t is only a Lord's work in Salvador has not suffered
fined or cast into jail. One of the priests
any
serious
interruption,
t
h
e
battle
of
matter of a little time necessary ror the
bought a Bible of one the Colporters ana
the
Lord
h
a
s
continued
without
cessadeveloping of a deeper spirit of liberality
publicly* tore it up and scattered t h e
among us in giving for t h e support of tion, all praise to Him who has made us
paper to t h e winds. Some afterwards
God's work and workers. Few of us to conquer every difficulty.
In spite of all the tenacious opposition gathered the pieces to read them. When
are willing to just pour out our lives
lie heard <^t this he ordered the people to
and our substance for t h e sake of our of priest and people the work has had a
burn up the pieces on pain of being exblessed Lo v d Jesus. We are still too steady increase, both as to number and
communicated. T h e priest then went
much circumscribed by earthly aspira- spirituality of the believers. We have had
to the authorities and claimed t h a t t h e
tions and worldly policy, seeking to look special opportunities of presenting t h e
Colporter had a revolver in hand and
Worl,
such
as
the
feast
of
San
Salvador
out first for number one and then giving
sought to kill the priest. He was called
of our overplus to t h e work of t h e in last December. I n front of our Mission
and he explained t h e case. Then t h e
the
square
was
filled
with
ranches,
for
Master. Who anvmg us has given to
Mayor begged the Colporter to leave t h e
the Lord's work until he actually suffered the work in San Salvador, sale of liquors
city, as he feared they would be mobbed.
loss and discomfort thereby? How many and also for gambling, also a merry-goIn the evening the mob gathered, thirstamong us have counted all things b u t round. These things attracted the people
ing for the blood of 3 innocent men. T h e
loss for the excellency of t h e knowledge towards our part of t h e city and t h e
owner of t h e home sent word to t h e
gospel
singing
near
by
called
t
h
e
attenof Christ Jesus onr Lord? May God
authorities, and soon t h e mob was disgrant that very soon some of our Breth- tion of the people and thus many came
persed and t h e uolporters left next
to
hear
the
preaching
for
t
h
e
first
time;
ren shall be sent forth to South America
morning under cover of darkness. These
with the same Gospel as our beloved during this time hundreds of tracts were
distributed, also about 800 portions of the are some of the dangers we missionaries
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are exposed to. The priest always being cutes him that is born after the
OUR DEAD.
a t t h e head of such a movement, iu Spirit.
The only argument the
EYXCR.—Died, at Gleadale, Ariz., on
order to get off anyone who comes with world can use against holiness is
March 29, 1902, of abcess, external and inthe t r u t h .
violence, Intolerance is the world's
On Oct. 15, the Lord brought unto us testimonial to the genuineness of ternal, Christian, son of Brother and Sister
Hannah Eyer, aged 16 years, 7 months, and
our Sister Martha Hoffman who had
the saintly character. Let us see to 19 days. His sickness lasted about 7 weeks.
been laboring in Honduras for a year.
This is a direct answer to prayer of the it, therefore, that when we suffer In the early part of bis sickness he sought
missionaries for a lady helper. She is we suffer for well doing; then, as and found the Lord. H i s sufferings, which
now occupied in visitation work and h a s the cross was the ladder up which were intense, he bore with patience being
managed to gain entrance in every house Christ climbed to H i s throne, so we, fully submitted to the will of the Lord.
thus far in order to give them t h e gospel. suffering with
Him, shall also Funeral service, conducted by Bro. Samuel
Haugh, was held on the 31st. Text Rev. 1:7.
Oo Nov. 7th t h e Lord gave unto us a reign with him.— W. M. Taylor.
little son, Eobert David. We trust if
Interment in the Home cemetery.
• • am . • Jesus tarries that he will be a worker For 'T'he Evangelical Visitor.
SNOVEL.—Died, in Hilltown township,
for t h e Lord.
near Garisville, Bucks county, Pa., April 9,
THE
LOVE
OF
THE
SAVIOR.
On February 12, our beloved J . M.
1902,
Jonathan Snovel, aged 80 years,
Purdie, son of the first missionary (now
7 months and 27 days. Mr. Snovel
The Savior is a loving Shepherd true,
glorified)
Samuel Purdie,
returned
was a life-long resident of this secHe loveth His sheep as all shepherds do:
to t h e field to take up t h e work of
He loved them; He came into this world to tion and had lived over forty years on the
his father. Praise God for these additsame
farm.
H e was a
faithful
die,
ional helpers. We will now be able to do
member of the Hilltown Luthern church.
That
they
might
reign
with
Him
on
high.
more progressive work in this republic.
H e was married twice; first to RaThe latest statistics give t h e population He suffered and bled and died for all,
chel Anglemoyer of which the following
of tilt) Rep. of Salvador 1,006,848. For
That they might be saved once for all.
daughters survive, Sister Mary, widow
these souls there are but 4 active mission- He loveth them when they obey His voice,
of Jacob Wingler, Applebachsville, P a .
aries, giving each an oversight of 251,712
And all who will may make H i m their Emeline,wife of Eugene Weand, Lansdale, P a .
souls. What are we among so many?
choice;
Malinda, wife of Lambert Hangey,Garisville.
Who will answer t h e call of t h e Lord The wandering ones, H e loveth them t o o ;
He was married the second time to Barbara
when He says, "Whom shall I send?"
Wherever they are or whatever they do,
Smith who died J a n . 1, 1902. Rev. M. J .
Who will say, "here am I, send me.
H« follows them still with stretched out Kuehner officiated at funeral service. InThere are 3 or 4 new churches being
arm's.
terment in Hilltown cemetery.
built here for idol worship. F o r t h e If they return he will keep them from harm.
foundation' of these t h e faithful carry Come to the Lord in this day of grace ;
HERSHEY,—Died,
in Mastersonville,
stones, with the idea of thus gaining
Lancaster county Pa., March 24, 1902, SiBter
Turn unto Him, seek his loving face;
their salvation. The Jesuits are workYou who have not learned to know His love, Martha Hershey, relict of the late Jonas
ing among t h e rising generation and t o
And you will find rest and peace from Hershey, aged 75 years, 5 months and 19
induce them to their services, they give.
days. Sister Hershey was a long sufferer
above.
them sweets and fruits and cards and
from gangrene, her sufferings being almost
MABY N. 8 H E P P E B D .
after they gain a certain number they
unbearable at times, but we believe she
Donegal, Kan.
are entitled t o a suit of clothes. These,
trusted in her God, Who in His own time
.
•+ " » • " * •
•—
are some fac^s of what is being done for
relieved her of her sufferings. She was conGod and a t the same time by t h e enen^y.
verted and united with the Brethren probFriends will you not pray and give of your
ably 50 years ago and lived an exemplary
tkt>
3 christian life. Her husband preceded her to
substance, so t h a t these deceived ones
may come to the light?
3 the spirit world a b o u t four years ago. She
leaves one daughter, and a large number of
Yours in Christian love and fellowship.

m sen m

E. H. BENDER.

San Salvador, C. A., F e b , 24th.
»
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What bitter antagonism to holiness there is in the unholy heart!
When t h e Pharisees heard what
Jesus said, and saw what H e did,
they took counsel with the Herodians
to slay Him.
Alas! what inconsistency !—so anxious to keep the Sabbath, yet themselves breaking it, by
plotting on it to destroy a life! So
devoted to the Jewish nationality,
and yet consorting with the Herodians, who were the pronounced upholders of the Roman domination
over the Jews.
I t is the old, old,
story; for since the days of Abel, he
that is born after the flesh perse-
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neighbors and friends to mourn her demise,
yet not mourn as those who have no hope.
Funeral services held at Mastersonvill M. H.
oonducted by the Home Brethren. Interment in adjoining cemetery. Text Heb.
4:9.

Let t h e poor come, let t h e ignorant
and carnal come, let the children without reason or knowledge come, let t h e
dull or hard hearts which can retain nothing,come to t h e practice of prayer, and
they shall become wise.— M. Quyon.
«
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• Although publishers of Bibles and Testaments have raised the price of some
of the grades we are offering them at the
old price as before. Write for catologue.
• • mm • m
The nest embodies all t h a t is greatest
in a bird's life, as t h e home does in a
man's life.— Ladies' Home Journal.

